I have had I think a prophetic dream.
Part 8

God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/19/2012 04:06 PM

Here is the linky to Leonettes work with thoth on how magnetic reversals work, very simple and
with drawings. to much to post here, the drawings would not post. [link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Welcome back Liar & Deceiver
im looking forward to exposing you some more

Quoting: ET emissary

welcome back? I been here for awhile. where have you been. You can't expose anything and
beloved OP got the vision, we have just supported it. this is not a thread about me. so take a few
hours to read it. I haven't ever left, just changed my accounts when I had to pay again to work. this
is not my thread, don't be about destroying what others have done.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 04:18 PM
Con el sabor de miel salvaje, me quedo como con sabor de otro mundo y del mas alla.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Que bonito
muchas gracias, lo has escrito tu?
Me encanta la poesia :)
Si soy Mielsalvaje..
Dulce y Salvaje ( en el buen sentido) no se como se me ocurrio el
nombre. Nunca lo habvia escuchado antes. Quizas los Angels
Me alegro que hayas vuelto
Asi me puedes defender un poco..lol aunque parece que las
aguas se han calmado un poco..:)
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Que bonito
muchas gracias, lo has escrito tu?
Me encanta la poesia :)
Si soy Mielsalvaje..
Dulce y Salvaje ( en el buen sentido) no se como se me ocurrio el
nombre. Nunca lo habvia escuchado antes. Quizas los Angels
Me alegro que hayas vuelto
Asi me puedes defender un poco..lol aunque parece que las
aguas se han calmado un poco..:)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28086928

Y tu quien eres? tienes nombre?
Has visto el mensaje del Papa? Que raro no?
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/19/2012 04:45 PM
Si querida mujer, se lo escrito yo, por en la manana durante mis oraciones, se me revelo que
usted es ella con este nombre. Lo es Verdad? E vero? Si lo es, me encanta como funciona El
Espirio Santo.
Yo, en otros lugares, ando de nombre, coro de angeles..Shhhhhhh!!!!lol
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
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Si querida mujer, se lo escrito yo, por en la manana durante mis oraciones, se me revelo que
usted es ella con este nombre. Lo es Verdad? E vero? Si lo es, me encanta como funciona El
Espirio Santo.
Yo, en otros lugares, ando de nombre, coro de angeles..Shhhhhhh!!!!lol
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Si soy yo, pero como se lo reveló?
Coro de Angeles. Bonito nombre.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/19/2012 04:54 PM
Here is the linky to Leonettes work with thoth on how magnetic reversals work, very simple and
with drawings. to much to post here, the drawings would not post. [link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Welcome back Liar & Deceiver
im looking forward to exposing you some more

Quoting: ET emissary

I have read through the 38 pages in this thread, and watched it evolve in many way culminating
light and truth. There has been some ugliness and attacks, but this is how ones mind evolves, thru
conscious debate and thinking, being open-minded and open to learning new truths.
Therefore the above bolded post to me shows much ignorance in understanding. Either you failed
to read the entire thread and feel the pulse of material and how it has been presented, or you lack
serious understanding of matters of importance, and only wish to cause turmoil and darkness,
thus attacking Candace.
For many postings presented here have resonated in a higher vibration, as the words themselves
delivered universal truth and divine importance.
Truth is the highest vibration there is, nothing can hold or keep it down, for God's creations all
come from "TRUTH".
The messages given here are "IMPORTANT", as they have been given for the times by which we
now live.
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The teachings and educations that we all have been given from childhood is not easy to walk
away from, for to do so shatters ones life and all that feels safe. These meme's as they are called
were meant to keep us from growing in spirit, and to cause fear in moving forward in
enlightenment. The dark knew what they were doing, and humanity has suffered in advanced
spiritual growth because our religions have taught us to beware of false teachers and false
prophets. The dark knew that God's teachers would come to proclaim truth, and they cleverly
changed biblical facts putting warnings everywhere thus hindering the lighted teachers of God
from bringing us the lighted truth, for these times.
Candace is one of the teachers here on GLP, and believe me it is not easy breaking through the
programmed meme's. I myself had to break and shatter all illusion and teachings I myself had
been taught, from childhood.
Try to understand the dynamics of what is truly at stake right now, regarding your souls. This age
is coming to an end and each and everyone must do the work within themselves to get balanced
and grounded. All of God's children must be informed of these times, and be the bearers of light to
those around them, who will be truly scared. There is nothing to fear, but we must hold the light
and be fearless and strong.
Take these messages to heart. Lets stop attacking Candace and start going within for guidance
and understanding. NO ONE can do the work for each other. All must address individually these
issues within themselves for the answers.
Energies are high right now, so get aligned with peace within, and follow your inner guidance at
this time.
Blessings and Peace to all,
DMFS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 05:28 PM
Hablando de Angeles. Menos el que vi en sueño que era muy severo, creo que nuestros queridos
Angeles tienen un aspecto que quizas no se tenga en cuenta mucho o lo suficiente. Tienen un
sentido del humor unico..lol son muy graciosos si :)
Estos Angelitos...:)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 05:29 PM

coro de angeles
User ID: 27222919
11/19/2012 05:33 PM
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Digamos revelaciones de La Santissima, La Mediatrise De Todas las Gracias...Shhh por como se
han calmada las aguas ahora, no hace falta un turmiento. Ella se me revelo que fuiste usted
durante El Rosario en la manana, y que eres muy queirida y estimada con ella. Yo creo que Uriel
fue mandado por ella.
Me han salido otros revelaciones sobre el sueno suyo tambien. Puede ser una advertencia a
Israel por la maldad que axiste no solo afuero de Jerusalen, sino a dentro tambien. Un
advertencia a Israel que Dios puede abandonarla a sus enemigos por todos sus pecados, como
en los tiempos antiguos....Hmmm???
Aver, piensalo usted.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 05:48 PM
Digamos revelaciones de La Santissima, La Mediatrise De Todas las Gracias...Shhh por como se
han calmada las aguas ahora, no hace falta un turmiento. Ella se me revelo que fuiste usted
durante El Rosario en la manana, y que eres muy queirida y estimada con ella. Yo creo que Uriel
fue mandado por ella.
Me han salido otros revelaciones sobre el sueno suyo tambien. Puede ser una advertencia a
Israel por la maldad que axiste no solo afuero de Jerusalen, sino a dentro tambien. Un
advertencia a Israel que Dios puede abandonarla a sus enemigos por todos sus pecados, como
en los tiempos antiguos....Hmmm???
Aver, piensalo usted.
Quoting: coro de angeles 27222919

Gracias ..desde luego hay muchas..si :)
La quiero Mucho.
Me paso tambien algo muy bello con la Virgen. Tenia una cita con personas..algunas
amigas..otras no las conocia. Cuando entré una señora hizo una jaculatoria, porque vio la
Medalla Milagrosa que llevo al cuello..se levanto de golpe.,.yo no la conocia....me abrazo y me
dio una estampito de la Medalla Milagrosa ( Que esta aqui al lado del ordenador)..yo estaba de
piedra..me miro y me dijo..
"No entraste sola..La Virgen esta a tu lado..la he visto"
Fue algo que me impresiono muchisimo
Es mas..La estampa que me regalo..no estaba segun ella en el bolso..porque ella la habia
buscado..sino que cuando sintio el impulso de darmela y abrio el bolso..sabiendo que no
estaba..la encontro..
Impresionante

Pero esto no solo me pasa a mi..a todos..las Gracias estan alli..hace falta verlas
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
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Spain
11/19/2012 05:51 PM
Digamos revelaciones de La Santissima, La Mediatrise De Todas las Gracias...Shhh por como se
han calmada las aguas ahora, no hace falta un turmiento. Ella se me revelo que fuiste usted
durante El Rosario en la manana, y que eres muy queirida y estimada con ella. Yo creo que Uriel
fue mandado por ella.
Me han salido otros revelaciones sobre el sueno suyo tambien. Puede ser una advertencia a
Israel por la maldad que axiste no solo afuero de Jerusalen, sino a dentro tambien. Un
advertencia a Israel que Dios puede abandonarla a sus enemigos por todos sus pecados, como
en los tiempos antiguos....Hmmm???
Aver, piensalo usted.
Quoting: coro de angeles 27222919

Es posible.
Espero de verdad..y confio que este sueño traiga paz.
El Angel era impresionante..todo lo que diga es poco. Nada se le puede oponer a un ser asi.Y no
viene solo. Por lo menos asi lo vi en mi sueño.
Creo que es mejor obedecer
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 06:05 PM
Bueno, tengo que ir a rezar . Ya nos veremos mañana si estas por aqui. Oye como es que no
tienes bandera? De donde escribes? Curiosidad :)

coro de angeles
User ID: 27222919
11/19/2012 06:05 PM
Impresionante de verdad!!! but I'm not surprised, as I was shown that you have a beautiful heart
and soul. I was told to watch in the coming days for indisputable "signs and prodigies", a word I
rarely use. The rest was personal and reached the core of my heart. She always says she has an
abundance of graces to give and for the giving, but few people ask her for them. It saddens her,
but in her humility she does'nt force herself on anyone. Just as I preceeded him when he first
came, so also do I preceed him when he comes again. Esta vez viene como La Generalissima de
Su Ejercito Celestial.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 06:09 PM
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Impresionante de verdad!!! but I'm not surprised, as I was shown that you have a beautiful heart
and soul. I was told to watch in the coming days for indisputable "signs and prodigies", a word I
rarely use. The rest was personal and reached the core of my heart. She always says she has an
abundance of graces to give and for the giving, but few people ask her for them. It saddens her,
but in her humility she does'nt force herself on anyone. Just as I preceeded him when he first
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Quoting: coro de angeles 27222919

Signs and Prodigies regarding world affairs or your personal life? obviously if its the second its
none of my business of course
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 06:11 PM
She is wonderful. Its a pity so many dont know Her because to know Her, as with her Son, is to
love her.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 06:12 PM
I so like talking about this subject. Our Blessed Mother etc..I rarely do outside of Glp. I am very
reserved in these matters and prefer not to show my feelings.
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/19/2012 06:21 PM

Here is the linky to Leonettes work with thoth on how magnetic reversals work, very simple and
with drawings. to much to post here, the drawings would not post. [link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Welcome back Liar & Deceiver
im looking forward to exposing you some more

Quoting: ET emissary
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I have read through the 38 pages in this thread, and watched it evolve in many way culminating
light and truth. There has been some ugliness and attacks, but this is how ones mind evolves, thru
conscious debate and thinking, being open-minded and open to learning new truths.
Therefore the above bolded post to me shows much ignorance in understanding. Either you failed
to read the entire thread and feel the pulse of material and how it has been presented, or you lack
serious understanding of matters of importance, and only wish to cause turmoil and darkness,
thus attacking Candace.
For many postings presented here have resonated in a higher vibration, as the words themselves
delivered universal truth and divine importance.
Truth is the highest vibration there is, nothing can hold or keep it down, for God's creations all
come from "TRUTH".
The messages given here are "IMPORTANT", as they have been given for the times by which we
now live.
The teachings and educations that we all have been given from childhood is not easy to walk
away from, for to do so shatters ones life and all that feels safe. These meme's as they are called
were meant to keep us from growing in spirit, and to cause fear in moving forward in
enlightenment. The dark knew what they were doing, and humanity has suffered in advanced
spiritual growth because our religions have taught us to beware of false teachers and false
prophets. The dark knew that God's teachers would come to proclaim truth, and they cleverly
changed biblical facts putting warnings everywhere thus hindering the lighted teachers of God
from bringing us the lighted truth, for these times.
Candace is one of the teachers here on GLP, and believe me it is not easy breaking through the
programmed meme's. I myself had to break and shatter all illusion and teachings I myself had
been taught, from childhood.
Try to understand the dynamics of what is truly at stake right now, regarding your souls. This age
is coming to an end and each and everyone must do the work within themselves to get balanced
and grounded. All of God's children must be informed of these times, and be the bearers of light to
those around them, who will be truly scared. There is nothing to fear, but we must hold the light
and be fearless and strong.
Take these messages to heart. Lets stop attacking Candace and start going within for guidance
and understanding. NO ONE can do the work for each other. All must address individually these
issues within themselves for the answers.
Energies are high right now, so get aligned with peace within, and follow your inner guidance at
this time.
Blessings and Peace to all,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416

relax
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do not be so gullible, learn to become more conscious & discerning
just because something *sounds good or authoritative does not mean it is authentic or true
candaces website & their messages are basically some truths mixed with many Lies, ego
ramblings & religious beliefs
ET
coro de angeles
User ID: 27222919
11/19/2012 06:22 PM
No for the world, more like a wake-up call, that God does indeed exist, and that all evil will be
exterminated in due course because of the stench of sin that reaches the heavens. Many people
don't realize that the angels now stand at the four corners of the earth ready for that trupet to blow
to begin separating the wheat from the chaff. A great culling will ensue, because the time of mercy
is coming to an end.
No I have not read about the Popes comments on the Mayans, as I was not on the computer
yesterday, and was catching up to your thread today. Of course I pass by the new age gobbildygook, as I see so many deceived by its false love and peace. The enemy is awesomely cunning
and deceptive.
Have you ever made a trip to Garabadal? I know Jacinta, she lives here in California.?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/19/2012 06:27 PM
No for the world, more like a wake-up call, that God does indeed exist, and that all evil will be
exterminated in due course because of the stench of sin that reaches the heavens. Many people
don't realize that the angels now stand at the four corners of the earth ready for that trupet to blow
to begin separating the wheat from the chaff. A great culling will ensue, because the time of mercy
is coming to an end.
No I have not read about the Popes comments on the Mayans, as I was not on the computer
yesterday, and was catching up to your thread today. Of course I pass by the new age gobbildygook, as I see so many deceived by its false love and peace. The enemy is awesomely cunning
and deceptive.
Have you ever made a trip to Garabadal? I know Jacinta, she lives here in California.?
Quoting: coro de angeles 27222919

No I havent , I dont know much about it really. Can you give me a synopsis?
I am just so totally enthralled with Fatima. Have you ever been there? You should try to go if you
can , its so wonderful. What I liked most was a path among some olive trees where allegedly the
first apparitions happened. Out in nature..in communion with God. I really felt Her presence there.
Do try to go if you havent been
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
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11/19/2012 06:28 PM

See you tomorrow if you are around
Got to get some sleep..busy
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/19/2012 06:49 PM
Here is the linky to Leonettes work with thoth on how magnetic reversals work, very simple and
with drawings. to much to post here, the drawings would not post. [link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Welcome back Liar & Deceiver
im looking forward to exposing you some more

Quoting: ET emissary

I have read through the 38 pages in this thread, and watched it evolve in many way culminating
light and truth. There has been some ugliness and attacks, but this is how ones mind evolves, thru
conscious debate and thinking, being open-minded and open to learning new truths.
Therefore the above bolded post to me shows much ignorance in understanding. Either you failed
to read the entire thread and feel the pulse of material and how it has been presented, or you lack
serious understanding of matters of importance, and only wish to cause turmoil and darkness,
thus attacking Candace.
For many postings presented here have resonated in a higher vibration, as the words themselves
delivered universal truth and divine importance.
Truth is the highest vibration there is, nothing can hold or keep it down, for God's creations all
come from "TRUTH".
The messages given here are "IMPORTANT", as they have been given for the times by which we
now live.
The teachings and educations that we all have been given from childhood is not easy to walk
away from, for to do so shatters ones life and all that feels safe. These meme's as they are called
were meant to keep us from growing in spirit, and to cause fear in moving forward in
enlightenment. The dark knew what they were doing, and humanity has suffered in advanced
spiritual growth because our religions have taught us to beware of false teachers and false
prophets. The dark knew that God's teachers would come to proclaim truth, and they cleverly
changed biblical facts putting warnings everywhere thus hindering the lighted teachers of God
from bringing us the lighted truth, for these times.
Candace is one of the teachers here on GLP, and believe me it is not easy breaking through the
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programmed meme's. I myself had to break and shatter all illusion and teachings I myself had
been taught, from childhood.
Try to understand the dynamics of what is truly at stake right now, regarding your souls. This age
is coming to an end and each and everyone must do the work within themselves to get balanced
and grounded. All of God's children must be informed of these times, and be the bearers of light to
those around them, who will be truly scared. There is nothing to fear, but we must hold the light
and be fearless and strong.
Take these messages to heart. Lets stop attacking Candace and start going within for guidance
and understanding. NO ONE can do the work for each other. All must address individually these
issues within themselves for the answers.
Energies are high right now, so get aligned with peace within, and follow your inner guidance at
this time.
Blessings and Peace to all,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416

relax
do not be so gullible, learn to become more conscious & discerning
just because something *sounds good or authoritative does not mean it is authentic or true
candaces website & their messages are basically some truths mixed with many Lies, ego
ramblings & religious beliefs
Quoting: ET emissary

Well I am relaxed and conscious! My discerning barometer has always been my guide. I am
clearly not gullible.
I trust who I AM and therefore trust my inner guidance at this time. If your inner guidance does not
resonate with her teachings, well than honor yourself and follow what does feel right. Let others
have the opportunity to discern for themselves what feels right.
Everyone should have the opportunity to deliver or voice their truth, without being attacked.
Blessings,
DMFS
coro de angeles
User ID: 27222919
11/19/2012 06:50 PM
U want to PM you but don't know how as I have so much to share with. Its not by accident that we
are talking.
coro de angeles
User ID: 27222919
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11/19/2012 06:57 PM
Es decir queiro mandarte mi direccion electronica, pero no se como.
Duermese con los angelitos.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/19/2012 06:59 PM

Be’emet? Jifa. Ahabla!
Quoting: Shamar

Los caminos del Señor son inexcrutables como lo son los pensamientos de tu corazón. Haz de tu
corazón un templo y sabrás cual es tu camino.
Quoting: Agustín 28085719

Are you paraphrasing Isaiah 55:8?
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/19/2012 07:13 PM

Well I am relaxed and conscious! My discerning barometer has always been my guide. I am
clearly not gullible.
I trust who I AM and therefore trust my inner guidance at this time. If your inner guidance does not
resonate with her teachings, well than honor yourself and follow what does feel right. Let others
have the opportunity to discern for themselves what feels right.
Everyone should have the opportunity to deliver or voice their truth, without being attacked.
Blessings,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416
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& here is an older comment that i made that shows the truth
research these facts

Here is a re-cap of *some of the major Lies, Fear predictions & False belief systems by NiP & her
website over the years:

* Major prediction Lies *
- 100% L.A. sinking under the sea 3 years ago ...
- 100% Tonga earthquake 2 years ago ...
- 100% 'Announcements' by the end of 2010 or beginning of 2011 ...
- New Madrid earthquake ...
- Jupiter ignition ...
- The 'Wave' ...
- 'We will not see the end of 2011' ...
- June 2012 'Time is up' messages ...

* Philosophical Falsehoods *
- That the earth is overpopulated
- That everything is humanities fault
- That possession/entity manipulation is not currently possible
- That the earths transformation/liberation process is about jesus & his 2nd coming

* Other *
- That NiP is supposedly the chosen mighty messenger of Jesus & 'Christ Michael' ...

*** There are many more Lies, these are just some of the major ones ***

Now after reviewing that information it becomes very clear that NiP is Not channeling authentic
beings from the light because the authentic beings would not endlessly transmit Fearful Lies...
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The messages also sound very arrogant, childish & egoic, Clearly NOT from any intelligent ET
beings let alone the forces of creation...
That is Not how they communicate

Christ Michael/Aton/Esu/the rest of them do Not really exist... these are the false gods that
manipulating entities transmit messages as a cover
it is a trick/trap/lie...

+

Important video about channels & channeled messages:

"They use people who can channel... but who are not spiritual enough to see who they are
channeling"
"They want you to stay in a waiting-loop, not doing anything & waiting for them to do everything for
you..."
"Their channelings are telling people for decades that contact is near, we will come on that or that
date & for years nothing happens"
"The (real)galactic federation of light would never do something like this"
"Our information is short & direct of what is most important"
"We are not talking for hours & hours about one thing, that is a waste of time & energy"
"We are never talking about any earth date because we know that the future is not a fixed thing
and its not depending on any date number on earth"
"The future is changing in every second..."
"There are many possibilities for the future"
ET
VVizz of Ur
User ID: 28059670
Belgium
11/19/2012 07:16 PM
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he told me much more. The other angels were in the background. Lots of them but blurred.
He said many were confusing people making them think that war would bring about the promised
land he said, pretending to speak using Gods word. (He used the words promised land). He said
this is a lie, war is not the way and not permitted.
He repeated that war is not permitted.
he repeated it three times.
he said tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Uriel is the angel of Mars.
Most often, balance through conflict.
Sometimes peace through love and compassion.
All the Best,

VVizz of Ur
ThreshingSword
User ID: 14262703
United States
11/19/2012 08:02 PM
Lol this thread is hilarious. You can tell by the OP's writing style that he's one of "them" meaning
part of the "productions" department in this social experiment and honeytrap called Godlike
Productions.
As for Salt becoming a mod, toooo funny. Always knew she wasn't who she claimed to be.
Wouldn't be surprised if one day she has a cat picture as an avatar. After all, we do know what
those kittehs represent, and, well, the one-eyed symbolism has already been done with her, so
what's left?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/19/2012 08:03 PM
Well I am relaxed and conscious! My discerning barometer has always been my guide. I am
clearly not gullible.
I trust who I AM and therefore trust my inner guidance at this time. If your inner guidance does not
resonate with her teachings, well than honor yourself and follow what does feel right. Let others
have the opportunity to discern for themselves what feels right.
Everyone should have the opportunity to deliver or voice their truth, without being attacked.
Blessings,
DMFS
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416
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* Philosophical Falsehoods *
- That the earth is overpopulated
- That everything is humanities fault
- That possession/entity manipulation is not currently possible
- That the earths transformation/liberation process is about jesus & his 2nd coming

* Other *
- That NiP is supposedly the chosen mighty messenger of Jesus & 'Christ Michael' ...

*** There are many more Lies, these are just some of the major ones ***
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Now after reviewing that information it becomes very clear that NiP is Not channeling authentic
beings from the light because the authentic beings would not endlessly transmit Fearful Lies...
The messages also sound very arrogant, childish & egoic, Clearly NOT from any intelligent ET
beings let alone the forces of creation...
That is Not how they communicate

Christ Michael/Aton/Esu/the rest of them do Not really exist... these are the false gods that
manipulating entities transmit messages as a cover
it is a trick/trap/lie...

+

Important video about channels & channeled messages:

"They use people who can channel... but who are not spiritual enough to see who they are
channeling"
"They want you to stay in a waiting-loop, not doing anything & waiting for them to do everything for
you..."
"Their channelings are telling people for decades that contact is near, we will come on that or that
date & for years nothing happens"
"The (real)galactic federation of light would never do something like this"
"Our information is short & direct of what is most important"
"We are not talking for hours & hours about one thing, that is a waste of time & energy"
"We are never talking about any earth date because we know that the future is not a fixed thing
and its not depending on any date number on earth"
"The future is changing in every second..."
"There are many possibilities for the future"
Quoting: ET emissary

Dear ET Emissary,
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First of all I can assure you the Christ Michael Aton, Esu and the rest of them as you stated "DO
EXIST"
When a message is given to someone it is interpreted and written according to their own personal
signature. This is why different people receiving a message from CM will seem different in the
language. It is because the perceptions and thinking of the person are incorporated into the
message and delivered in their voice/writings. This does not make the message less valid or
wrong.
Many messages given in the past were target messages! Which means they were not meant for
us. This also does not mean they were wrong or not valid, as they served a purpose.
Everything is fluid, which means that a time line thought to me on track, can change overnight due
to many reasons. Our calendar and times are also not the same as the celestials time lines.
Many messages given were wake up calls to humanity. Challenging us to pay attention and also
to see the severity of our planet's demise.
The earth is dying and in serious trouble. Messages concerning earth changes were not meant to
cause fear, but to wake humanity up to the seriousness of our abuses upon her. All planets have
souls! Our mother earth feels all abuses/war,bombs/poisons/pollution/oil,coal pillaging/
slaughtering of animals/killing of each other.
Mankind has caused much of our troubles and yet still remains asleep. No one even cares to be
honest, as everyone goes about living as if nothing is wrong.
The messages coming through channelers has increased and are all in sinc with each other. They
give warnings and messages of love hoping to inspire and wake people up.
I do not speak for Candace but from my own perspective and understanding. I feel deeply within
my soul what I write to be true. I have discerned and received my own messages, and therefore
KNOW for myself my truth.
I understand your questioning and your discernment/worries regarding all you wrote here. I can
only advise you to connect to CM on your own for confirmation of these events and messages, for
you must do the work ET yourself. Believing is NOT KNOWING!
You must KNOW for yourself TRUTH~ Only you can call out from your soul to the universe for
answers and if you trust your I AM that I AM presence....with confidence you shall get the answers
you so dearly seek.
Blessings,
DMFS
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/19/2012 08:39 PM
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Lol this thread is hilarious. You can tell by the OP's writing style that he's one of "them" meaning
part of the "productions" department in this social experiment and honeytrap called Godlike
Productions.
As for Salt becoming a mod, toooo funny. Always knew she wasn't who she claimed to be.
Wouldn't be surprised if one day she has a cat picture as an avatar. After all, we do know what
those kittehs represent, and, well, the one-eyed symbolism has already been done with her, so
what's left?
Quoting: ThreshingSword 14262703

interesting thoughts.......
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/19/2012 08:42 PM

is that true about salt being a mod?
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/19/2012 09:50 PM

Dear ET Emissary,
First of all I can assure you the Christ Michael Aton, Esu and the rest of them as you stated "DO
EXIST"
When a message is given to someone it is interpreted and written according to their own personal
signature. This is why different people receiving a message from CM will seem different in the
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language. It is because the perceptions and thinking of the person are incorporated into the
message and delivered in their voice/writings. This does not make the message less valid or
wrong.
Many messages given in the past were target messages! Which means they were not meant for
us. This also does not mean they were wrong or not valid, as they served a purpose.
Everything is fluid, which means that a time line thought to me on track, can change overnight due
to many reasons. Our calendar and times are also not the same as the celestials time lines.
Many messages given were wake up calls to humanity. Challenging us to pay attention and also
to see the severity of our planet's demise.
The earth is dying and in serious trouble. Messages concerning earth changes were not meant to
cause fear, but to wake humanity up to the seriousness of our abuses upon her. All planets have
souls! Our mother earth feels all abuses/war,bombs/poisons/pollution/oil,coal pillaging/
slaughtering of animals/killing of each other.
Mankind has caused much of our troubles and yet still remains asleep. No one even cares to be
honest, as everyone goes about living as if nothing is wrong.
The messages coming through channelers has increased and are all in sinc with each other. They
give warnings and messages of love hoping to inspire and wake people up.
I do not speak for Candace but from my own perspective and understanding. I feel deeply within
my soul what I write to be true. I have discerned and received my own messages, and therefore
KNOW for myself my truth.
I understand your questioning and your discernment/worries regarding all you wrote here. I can
only advise you to connect to CM on your own for confirmation of these events and messages, for
you must do the work ET yourself. Believing is NOT KNOWING!
You must KNOW for yourself TRUTH~ Only you can call out from your soul to the universe for
answers and if you trust your I AM that I AM presence....with confidence you shall get the answers
you so dearly seek.
Blessings,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416

im sorry but those messages & most channeled messages are not authentic
we know that this planet has been controlled by darkness for quite some time now & they would
manipulate/create 'channeled' messages to confuse & spread disinformation
do not make excuses for the numerous inconsistencies of those messages
i know(from experience) that it is not easy to see it for what it is & admit that you were
fooled/hoodwinked
but if you truly want to move forward & find real truth, you are going to have to move past the
deceptions
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the darkness has been very clever & used advanced tactics in using other people to spreading
disinformation
please listen to that video very carefully

i still find this website to have authentic messages & their latest one also discusses the
manipulation of channels
check it out:
[link to www.cosmicparadigm.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14262703
United States
11/19/2012 10:04 PM
is that true about salt being a mod?
Quoting: Shamar

Two sides of the same coin, yes. And knowing who their comrades are is as simple as sitting back
and observing who rallies to their side, although that is not the only way. There's other ways to
detect them, which I won't reveal.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1034800
United States
11/19/2012 10:08 PM
Amazing experience today ..will remain personal..
:)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

I wish you would share more, don't keep it to yourself!!!
K-El Emet
User ID: 25567776
United States
11/19/2012 10:16 PM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016
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Your dream was true. They are working hard. A whole army of them.. and they are indeed
directed by the Christ.
Quoting: Perseus7

Some people forget about Christ's Army. They are awaiting orders.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1034800
United States
11/19/2012 10:23 PM
[link to www.catholic.com]
[link to www.vatican.va]
Any Christian who has anything to say negative about the Catholic Church should read these
tracts (first link) and then the Catechism of the Catholic Church (second link). Do this FIRST.
MOST if not ALL of the arguments online here and on other forums are based on
misunderstandings of what the Catholic Church teaches.
THEN and only THEN can anyone have an intelligent discussion over differences of beliefs.
After all, you should understand what it is you are talking about straight from the horse's mouth
before you have enough knowledge to argue your own position, right?
Unfortunately, I can't say to do the same for any other Christian churches since they do not have
any clear beliefs written down anywhere other than their claim that they go by the bible even
though each Christian interprets it differently.
But anyway, any discussion that has any basis in logic, first has to have an understanding or a
basis to work from which has clear definitions.
Otherwise you are presenting FALSE information, which is FEAR based and you are acting out of
your own EGO and BEARING FALSE WITNESS against others.
So before you make a statement about what you think Catholic's believe, check your
understanding of what it is you think they believe before you speak or write about it. Otherwise,
again you are BEARING FALSE WITNESS against others.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/19/2012 10:34 PM
Well I am relaxed and conscious! My discerning barometer has always been my guide. I am
clearly not gullible.
I trust who I AM and therefore trust my inner guidance at this time. If your inner guidance does not
resonate with her teachings, well than honor yourself and follow what does feel right. Let others
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have the opportunity to discern for themselves what feels right.
Everyone should have the opportunity to deliver or voice their truth, without being attacked.
Blessings,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416

You obviously haven't seen the viciousness of Candace's words to others in this thread then.
Everyone does have a right to voice their beliefs. She doesn't seem to think so. All we get from
her are 'meat suits' and 'thugs', and a lot of profanity. Then when she's called out on it, uses the
lame excuse that she had to stoop to their level to make them understand. Read if you don't
believe me.
I've been coming back here every so often, but I can see the OP has made up their mind. I will
say one thing again though, don't ask people....ask God. He'll tell you the Truth about your vision.
Good luck OP
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13547009
United States
11/19/2012 10:43 PM
he said many would say war was good and would bring about the promised land pretending to
speak using Gods word
he said this was a lie

he said war was not the way and would not be permitted
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Op the "Promised Land" to my way of understanding the Bible, was modern day Israel, or rather
Jerusalem. Is this angel telling us that this current war that's being fought amongst Israel and
Palestine the "Promised Land" he's referring to? Meaning this war will not bring Israel peace?
Interesting if this is true...
Quoting: Lady Wolf

I can answer than. NO NO NO. But it certainly is about the middle war in progress and getting
worse. Israel is not the promised land. She is inhabited at this time by the antichrist Khazars Israel
and palestine are not being fought against by another entity. They are different.
The United States was the promised land until Israel khazars too it over. We were to be the light of
the world. it failed miserably.
The khazars have origin in MONGOLIA originally and were push west to get rid of them. They
took over the black sea area at one time, and eastern europe. They created the word JEW for
themselves in the 1700's and put it in the bible to help get support for the plans to steal israel.
They want all of "palestine". I don't currently have the map for what they want on this computer,
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but basically syria, 1/2 of iraq, Jordon, Lebanon, all those, a chunk of Turkey, part of Saudi Arabia,
part of egypt. They were never from there.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Thank you for your response. I have done much research into the origins of the Jews and of
Israel. What you say coincides with much of that. You sound as though you are privy to many
things that I am not. I can only imagine your experiences and your knowledge on the things of an
esoteric nature. I'd love to chat sometime if you're up for it? My email is ldy_wolf@comcast.net.
Drop me a line sometime when you have a moment or two;)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1034800
United States
11/19/2012 10:58 PM
Hi anyone heard the recent comments of the Pope regarding Revelation 6?
Any input?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

He was just basing his comments on the readings at Mass on Sunday, those readings are:
Daniel 12:1-3
Psalm 16:5, 8-11
Hebrews 10:11-14, 18
Mark 13:24-32
24 "But in those days, after that tribulation, the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light,
25 and the stars will be falling from heaven, and the powers in the heavens will be shaken.
26 And then they will see the Son of man coming in clouds with great power and glory.
27 And then he will send out the angels, and gather his elect from the four winds, from the ends of
the earth to the ends of heaven.
28 "From the fig tree learn its lesson: as soon as its branch becomes tender and puts forth its
leaves, you know that summer is near.
29 So also, when you see these things taking place, you know that he is near, at the very gates.
30 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away before all these things take place.
31 Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away.
32 "But of that day or that hour no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but
only the Father.
My personal opinion is that the date 12/21/12 is indeed in the bible, if you look at Revelations
chapter 12 which is depicting Virgo as this constellation will appear on that date
Chapter 21 is referring to the New Heaven and New Earth
and Chapter 11:11 which is referring to the Resurrection
That is the Mayan date... 12./21/12 at 11:11 UT
My opinion is that the date is NOT the end of the world, so it is okay to understand this date as
being important, People think it is a "false prophesy" to speak of this date as significant because
of this scripture. However, since the date given is NOT the date of the end of the world, only the
end of an era, it is okay to speak of it. It is actually the end of a 26,000 year ERA (or period of
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precession) and the date is a "marker" for the beginning of the New Era. My personal belief is that
it is a date marker for the "Revealing" or "Awakening" or the "Illumination" of consciousness. The
3 days of darkness which has been prophesied by many saints are the three eclipses prior to the
date. The date marks the beginning of the New Era of Peace, but it may not happen over night,
but is the 'tipping point' of goodness prevailing over evil as a result of the "awakening". My
personal belief is that things will be much clearer after this date and people will be "choosing
sides" so to speak.
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/19/2012 11:51 PM
As I remarked to the OP earlier today, I believe that Uriel was warning Israel not to pursue this
suicidal war, that God's enemies are not alone outside of Jerusalem, they also exist within, and
God may once again abandon Irsael to her enemies as he did in the old testament, because they
had abandoned his ways and his laws. Coveting by any means gets no one to the 'Promised land'.
That is why unlawful actions are not permitted by God.
fearno1
User ID: 14262128
United States
11/19/2012 11:52 PM

You Bibletards better wake up if you have the ears to hear and the eyes to see. Not much time left
before your discernment now decides your future. Your bible blinds you to the real truth.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13547009
United States
11/20/2012 12:19 AM
he said many would say war was good and would bring about the promised land pretending to
speak using Gods word
he said this was a lie

he said war was not the way and would not be permitted
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Op the "Promised Land" to my way of understanding the Bible, was modern day Israel, or rather
Jerusalem. Is this angel telling us that this current war that's being fought amongst Israel and
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Palestine the "Promised Land" he's referring to? Meaning this war will not bring Israel peace?
Interesting if this is true...
Quoting: Lady Wolf
Thats a good question I hadnt thought about it.
He didnt specifically mention the present situation but I think is was referring to this, but also on a
general global spectrum. As if to the present situation that the world is watching that could spiral
out of control..because in a war one may know what causes it but one doesnt know how it will
finish or what will happen.
So my interpretation of his words are that he was referring to the current situation from the
perspective you mentioned but also on a global scale. As if this situation is being used to try to
obtain the two objectives.As if the two are one. One inside the other. Or part of the same.
But that this promised land is not what is thought it is by the ones trying to achieve it ..something
like that.

Thats my interpretation to his words the words I heard in the dream.
Seems also there are lies ane deceit that he spoke of..seems its a sort of a mess. Trying to give
some interpretation. Like lots of factions and lots of stuff said , lots of bs (my interpretation and
feeling on this) but the main goal would be this promised land he spoke of, it seems, thats what is
trying to be achieved it would seem. But that war is not permitted and against Gods wish.And that
it is not understood what the promised land and for whom.
thats my insight, wish I knew more
I should have asked questions..I was just looking with a dropped jaw..couldnt really gather my
thoughts to think or ask..wish I had
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Interesting perspective and it does give much to ponder on. Sometimes I think that when we are
given a message, dream or a vision, we are either allowed to ask questions or we are not.
Sometimes, I think we are only meant to witness and share the message we are given. That might
have been the case here. I do want to thank you for sharing your dream. It's been an interesting
discussion so far:)
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/20/2012 12:44 AM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
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and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Keep reposting your dream OP... keep fighting
Let Uriel´s warning enter into everybody´s mind!
Do not worry about all the people here de-railing or hijacking your thread with their stupid egospiritual fight!
Warning was given for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian

ANGELS
Lying in wait, but everywhere present.
Always attentive, for a message sent.
Existing of Life and Love that is Pure.
Hearing our pleas, they help find a cure.
For rarely we see, even less so they are heard.
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Sometimes in our stillness,
They uncover their true word.
Trust, Stillness, Purity, Love.

Quoting: Orvontonian
Quoting: Orvontonian
Newheart
User ID: 25567776
United States
11/20/2012 12:45 AM

I believe you. I saw Gabriel and Michael.
Lady Wolf
User ID: 13547009
United States
11/20/2012 01:29 AM

This is what I saw. But no rainbow. His right hand raised. No book but a sword. And the feet the
left over the sea
Excerpt. Rest at link
SAW another strong Angel coming down out of Heaven, clothed with a cloud; and the rainbow
was upon his head, and his face was like the Sun, and his feet like pillars of fire;
2 and he had in his hand a Little Book which was open. He placed his right foot on the sea and
his left on the land;
3 and he cried out with a loud voice, as when a lion roars; and when he had cried out, the Seven
Peals of Thunder uttered their voices.
4 When the Seven Peals of Thunder had spoken, I was about to write; and I heard a voice from
Heaven saying, "Seal up the things which the Seven Peals of Thunder have spoken and do not
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write them."
5 Then the Angel whom I saw standing on the sea and on the land lifted up his right hand to
Heaven,
6 and swore by Him who lives forever and ever, WHO CREATED HEAVEN AND THE THINGS IN
IT, AND THE EARTH AND THE THINGS IN IT, AND THE SEA AND THE THINGS IN IT, that
there will be delay no longer,
7 but in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he is about to sound, then the Mystery of
God is finished, as He preached to His servants the prophets

[link to www.tribulation.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

I don't know if you know this Op but in the bible the "Word of God" is referred to as "the Sword of
Truth." I thought this was an interesting thing to point out.
Lady Wolf
User ID: 13547009
United States
11/20/2012 01:38 AM

I dont understand why he isnt mentioned much in the bible. In the dream ,as I said, he seemed
the leader and with authority and power.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

He is mentioned in the book of Enoch a very old and respected manuscript that should have been
included and has been studied by the Church translators.
Yes I've heard his name before, though the other side likes to hijack angels, he is not one to
hijack, nor is Michael.
I'm really glad this war is not allowed. I felt that as well that it was not going to pan out the way
they wanted, their attempts to depopulate will be halted. I feel that very strongly.

Thank you for this thread.
Quoting: Sungaze_At_Dawn

I find it interesting that the man, Enoch, was included in scripture but the book bearing his name
was left out;) Enoch was purportedly the father of Methuselah, who was a descendant of Seth.
Lady Wolf
User ID: 13547009
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United States
11/20/2012 01:54 AM

It seemed important that his name was known. That they/you know that it is Uriel who is warning.
Seemed very important. As if to give validity to the message maybe
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016
I think since he was the angel that warned noah he is probably here to warn us of destruction
of evilness and protection for Gods children.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 22965214

I always wondered what this verse meant. Hmmm...
Lady Wolf
User ID: 13547009
United States
11/20/2012 03:26 AM

I'm curious Op...did you tell any of the clergy of your church about this dream and if you did, what
were their thoughts? Thanks.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 05:08 AM
I'm curious Op...did you tell any of the clergy of your church about this dream and if you did, what
were their thoughts? Thanks.
Quoting: Lady Wolf

Hi..No I havent.
I am very reserved regarding these matters.
I always have been. If you met me I would seem lukewarm at best..
I have always been this way since I was little. I have always prayed a lot but where no one could
see me. In my room..or while out in nature etc..my parents have never known this..ever..no one
has.
I am utterly devoted to Our Blessed Mother..and my love of Christ has no limits ..yet if you came
to my home you now would see a small alter..but before you would not see even this..because I
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keep all this within.
It is just the way I am.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 05:09 AM
This is what I saw. But no rainbow. His right hand raised. No book but a sword. And the feet the
left over the sea
Excerpt. Rest at link
SAW another strong Angel coming down out of Heaven, clothed with a cloud; and the rainbow
was upon his head, and his face was like the Sun, and his feet like pillars of fire;
2 and he had in his hand a Little Book which was open. He placed his right foot on the sea and
his left on the land;
3 and he cried out with a loud voice, as when a lion roars; and when he had cried out, the Seven
Peals of Thunder uttered their voices.
4 When the Seven Peals of Thunder had spoken, I was about to write; and I heard a voice from
Heaven saying, "Seal up the things which the Seven Peals of Thunder have spoken and do not
write them."
5 Then the Angel whom I saw standing on the sea and on the land lifted up his right hand to
Heaven,
6 and swore by Him who lives forever and ever, WHO CREATED HEAVEN AND THE THINGS IN
IT, AND THE EARTH AND THE THINGS IN IT, AND THE SEA AND THE THINGS IN IT, that
there will be delay no longer,
7 but in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he is about to sound, then the Mystery of
God is finished, as He preached to His servants the prophets

[link to www.tribulation.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

I don't know if you know this Op but in the bible the "Word of God" is referred to as "the Sword of
Truth." I thought this was an interesting thing to point out.
Quoting: Lady Wolf

No I didnt
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 05:15 AM
Es decir queiro mandarte mi direccion electronica, pero no se como.
Duermese con los angelitos.
Quoting: coro de angeles 27222919

Hi coro de angeles puedes escribirme a mi direccion ..la que esta en mi avatar, wildhoney..abajo
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en la firma
La he puesto alli..y ahora tengo toda Africa escribiendome

...que lata!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 05:16 AM
Looks like I have to google another name
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 05:32 AM
I had another dream..Not impressive like the other one..but I give it credit because of something I
was told. I was given a name. Didnt see the Angel..female..just a picture..of her.I have not found
the name on google
I was told that Purgatory will be no more..that now it will be either one way or the other. With God
or not ..globally.
Rest personal..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 05:35 AM
Purgatory will be emptied out? something like that
Im not familiar with this
and now its globally in all circunstances either one way or the other..with God or not
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/20/2012 06:53 AM

is that true about salt being a mod?
Quoting: Shamar

Two sides of the same coin, yes. And knowing who their comrades are is as simple as sitting back
and observing who rallies to their side, although that is not the only way. There's other ways to
detect them, which I won't reveal.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14262703

you still on FB? I'd like to message you.
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Nevermind, I found your email....I'll email you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1103915
United States
11/20/2012 07:03 AM
well if you see them agan tell them they are doing a bang up job! no really - we can't see any
more violence, war or destruction on this lonely miserable planet.
Not.
Agustín
User ID: 28085719
Spain
11/20/2012 08:04 AM
Be’emet? Jifa. Ahabla!
Quoting: Shamar

Los caminos del Señor son inexcrutables como lo son los pensamientos de tu corazón. Haz de tu
corazón un templo y sabrás cual es tu camino.
Quoting: Agustín 28085719

Are you paraphrasing Isaiah 55:8?
Quoting: Shamar

Ya fui anunciado.

"Vosotros sois dioses"

Shamar
User ID: 24946868
United States
11/20/2012 08:25 AM

Be’emet? Jifa. Ahabla!
Quoting: Shamar
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Los caminos del Señor son inexcrutables como lo son los pensamientos de tu corazón. Haz de tu
corazón un templo y sabrás cual es tu camino.
Quoting: Agustín 28085719

Are you paraphrasing Isaiah 55:8?
Quoting: Shamar

Ya fui anunciado.

"Vosotros sois dioses"
Quoting: Agustín 28085719

oy vey!
ma hata'am?
Agustín
User ID: 28085719
Spain
11/20/2012 10:11 AM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/20/2012 10:30 AM
Dear ET Emissary,
First of all I can assure you the Christ Michael Aton, Esu and the rest of them as you stated "DO
EXIST"
When a message is given to someone it is interpreted and written according to their own personal
signature. This is why different people receiving a message from CM will seem different in the
language. It is because the perceptions and thinking of the person are incorporated into the
message and delivered in their voice/writings. This does not make the message less valid or
wrong.
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Many messages given in the past were target messages! Which means they were not meant for
us. This also does not mean they were wrong or not valid, as they served a purpose.
Everything is fluid, which means that a time line thought to me on track, can change overnight due
to many reasons. Our calendar and times are also not the same as the celestials time lines.
Many messages given were wake up calls to humanity. Challenging us to pay attention and also
to see the severity of our planet's demise.
The earth is dying and in serious trouble. Messages concerning earth changes were not meant to
cause fear, but to wake humanity up to the seriousness of our abuses upon her. All planets have
souls! Our mother earth feels all abuses/war,bombs/poisons/pollution/oil,coal pillaging/
slaughtering of animals/killing of each other.
Mankind has caused much of our troubles and yet still remains asleep. No one even cares to be
honest, as everyone goes about living as if nothing is wrong.
The messages coming through channelers has increased and are all in sinc with each other. They
give warnings and messages of love hoping to inspire and wake people up.
I do not speak for Candace but from my own perspective and understanding. I feel deeply within
my soul what I write to be true. I have discerned and received my own messages, and therefore
KNOW for myself my truth.
I understand your questioning and your discernment/worries regarding all you wrote here. I can
only advise you to connect to CM on your own for confirmation of these events and messages, for
you must do the work ET yourself. Believing is NOT KNOWING!
You must KNOW for yourself TRUTH~ Only you can call out from your soul to the universe for
answers and if you trust your I AM that I AM presence....with confidence you shall get the answers
you so dearly seek.
Blessings,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416

im sorry but those messages & most channeled messages are not authentic
we know that this planet has been controlled by darkness for quite some time now & they would
manipulate/create 'channeled' messages to confuse & spread disinformation
do not make excuses for the numerous inconsistencies of those messages
i know(from experience) that it is not easy to see it for what it is & admit that you were
fooled/hoodwinked
but if you truly want to move forward & find real truth, you are going to have to move past the
deceptions
the darkness has been very clever & used advanced tactics in using other people to spreading
disinformation
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please listen to that video very carefully

i still find this website to have authentic messages & their latest one also discusses the
manipulation of channels
check it out:
[link to www.cosmicparadigm.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

I respect your opinion, but do not agree.
My path has taken me down a bumpy road to truth, and I have been shown both lies and truth.
The channelers with Abundant Hope are authentic and God appointed.
I agree that the Dark are using MANY Channelers around the world, and giving false information.
The world may not agree with many of the messages coming thru Abundant Hope, but that does
not make them false.
There is no way to proof to someone what is divine truth or knowledge. This is why everyone must
embark down their own road seeking what is false and what is truth. It takes time to study, read,
explore, investigate and meditate for the answers.
I have been doing just that for over 5 years now, and I am not new to the false messages and
false websites.
If you earnestly seek from your heart to KNOW all TRUTH, AND HAVE A PERSONAL
RELATIONSHIP WITH JESUS/CM than he will guide you to the material needed to understand.
It will mean breaking down all barriers of what you once believed. Faith and Trust must be at the
forefront. Your angels/guides will guide you. Do THE WORK NEEDED WITHIN YOURSELF
FIRST, AND THEY WILL DO THE REST. I assure you that everyone who wishes to know truth
will be guided.
Candace has her own way of teaching, and I respect her greatly. It is not easy being attacked
over many years, when your mission is to help enlighten and bring to the surface all false truths.
She is a true warrior, and may at times come off as not aligned with light, but I can assure you she
is one of God's brightest. Her heart is HUGE,in wanting to Serve and bring truth to all.
If you knew her heart and who she truly is, you would know differently.
I will not continue further with this discussion, ET.
I cannot stress enough that you must find your own way through the muck and lies. The journey of
the soul is not easy, but it molds character and integrity.
Begin with reading the Phoenix Journals and Urantia Book. Much will be shown to you, as your
guides will bring what will resonate and the rest will take you down a journey of enlightenment. BE
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OPEN TO EXPAND CONSCIOUSNESS AND IT WILL BE GIVEN.
Blessings,
DMFS
Michael Christopher
User ID: 7586230
Philippines
11/20/2012 10:39 AM
I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 10:56 AM
WOW!!
A friend just e mailed me some pics..wanted to know if any looked like Uried.
Thats his face there!!
thats the one I saw!!
Top row number 4..but hair a bit blondish..like reddish..golden blonde
thats the face!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 10:58 AM
I hope the link works
This is the face I saw..
[link to www.google.ca]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 10:59 AM
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Thats the face guys!
I am not even going to say similar..because it wouldnt be correct..its the exact same face I
saw..exact same!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 11:01 AM
Same expression!
Ill never forget those eyes..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 11:09 AM
well if you see them agan tell them they are doing a bang up job! no really - we can't see any
more violence, war or destruction on this lonely miserable planet.
Not.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1103915

Michael Christopher
User ID: 12443715
Philippines
11/20/2012 11:18 AM
What about his Wings OP? Is there any similarity?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 11:34 AM
I dont remember wings..maybe there were I was just too busy looking at his face.and his
body..how it covered the sky, the position etc..
I didnt notice wings but I wasnt really looking..maybe there were I dont know
The face is EXACTLY the one I saw! Same build too. Only this Angels covered the sky. Just
enormous. Like an and in front of an elephant
wildhoney
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 11:39 AM
Give me green..one and it gets pinned again..now that I have the face!
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28143469
United States
11/20/2012 11:41 AM
You Bibletards better wake up if you have the ears to hear and the eyes to see. Not much time left
before your discernment now decides your future. Your bible blinds you to the real truth.

Quoting: fearno1

not to worry,
the ones left after the 3 days of darkness will have the spirit of truth and the spirit of discernment
downloaded into them and then they will see how foolish they have been.
BUT...
they will know what is true from then on.
3dd cant come fast enough
Michael Christopher
User ID: 8113670
Philippines
11/20/2012 11:49 AM
Its okay OP. Thank you anyway.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 11:56 AM
Correction..I was a bit extatic at having seen his face in pic ..and I got the numer wrong
its the 5th on top rwo..not the 4th
the 5th..the one with the stern strong handsome face and the red hair
His hair was a bit blonder but face was exact the same as pic
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 11:57 AM
hope link works..direct access to his pic
[link to www.jaybellbooks.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
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Spain
11/20/2012 11:58 AM
hope link works..direct access to his pic
[link to www.jaybellbooks.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28086928

Yup link works for me
Thats the guy..thats the Angel I saw guys..the exact same face
and the Angel of the pic is supposed to be Uriel too
wow
wow
wow
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 12:00 PM
Ive added him, the pic, to my signature
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 12:05 PM
What about his Wings OP? Is there any similarity?
Quoting: Michael Christopher 12443715

sorry I understand why you were asking about the wings..its not the fourth..nothing like that at
all..its the 5th on the top row
tandym
User ID: 1667343
United States
11/20/2012 01:00 PM

We his wings made of light or feathers or ? Did he even have wings?
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coro de angeles
User ID: 27222919
11/20/2012 01:09 PM
No se encuentra tu direccion para nada. El mio, bodacho7018@gmail.com
Tengo cosas interesantes para mandarte. Saludos!
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/20/2012 02:04 PM

hope link works..direct access to his pic
[link to www.jaybellbooks.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28086928

Yup link works for me
Thats the guy..thats the Angel I saw guys..the exact same face
and the Angel of the pic is supposed to be Uriel too
wow
wow
wow
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28086928
"As the Sons of God are engaged in the gigantic task of revealing the Father’s personality
of love to a universe, do joyfully undergo an amazing series of divinity attenuations, until
they appear as angels to stand by your side and guide you through the lowly paths of
earthly existence."

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
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11/20/2012 04:08 PM
We his wings made of light or feathers or ? Did he even have wings?
Quoting: tandym

I didnt notice his wings. Not saying they werent there. I was looking at his face..eyes..his
demeanor.
Those eyes.
Just like the pic.
Intense
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086928
Spain
11/20/2012 04:09 PM
No se encuentra tu direccion para nada. El mio, bodacho7018@gmail.com
Tengo cosas interesantes para mandarte. Saludos!
Quoting: coro de angeles 27222919

Vale ..te escribo hoy.
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 04:35 PM

Dear ET Emissary,
First of all I can assure you the Christ Michael Aton, Esu and the rest of them as you stated "DO
EXIST"
When a message is given to someone it is interpreted and written according to their own personal
signature. This is why different people receiving a message from CM will seem different in the
language. It is because the perceptions and thinking of the person are incorporated into the
message and delivered in their voice/writings. This does not make the message less valid or
wrong.
Many messages given in the past were target messages! Which means they were not meant for
us. This also does not mean they were wrong or not valid, as they served a purpose.
Everything is fluid, which means that a time line thought to me on track, can change overnight due
to many reasons. Our calendar and times are also not the same as the celestials time lines.
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Many messages given were wake up calls to humanity. Challenging us to pay attention and also
to see the severity of our planet's demise.
The earth is dying and in serious trouble. Messages concerning earth changes were not meant to
cause fear, but to wake humanity up to the seriousness of our abuses upon her. All planets have
souls! Our mother earth feels all abuses/war,bombs/poisons/pollution/oil,coal pillaging/
slaughtering of animals/killing of each other.
Mankind has caused much of our troubles and yet still remains asleep. No one even cares to be
honest, as everyone goes about living as if nothing is wrong.
The messages coming through channelers has increased and are all in sinc with each other. They
give warnings and messages of love hoping to inspire and wake people up.
I do not speak for Candace but from my own perspective and understanding. I feel deeply within
my soul what I write to be true. I have discerned and received my own messages, and therefore
KNOW for myself my truth.
I understand your questioning and your discernment/worries regarding all you wrote here. I can
only advise you to connect to CM on your own for confirmation of these events and messages, for
you must do the work ET yourself. Believing is NOT KNOWING!
You must KNOW for yourself TRUTH~ Only you can call out from your soul to the universe for
answers and if you trust your I AM that I AM presence....with confidence you shall get the answers
you so dearly seek.
Blessings,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416

im sorry but those messages & most channeled messages are not authentic
we know that this planet has been controlled by darkness for quite some time now & they would
manipulate/create 'channeled' messages to confuse & spread disinformation
do not make excuses for the numerous inconsistencies of those messages
i know(from experience) that it is not easy to see it for what it is & admit that you were
fooled/hoodwinked
but if you truly want to move forward & find real truth, you are going to have to move past the
deceptions
the darkness has been very clever & used advanced tactics in using other people to spreading
disinformation
please listen to that video very carefully

i still find this website to have authentic messages & their latest one also discusses the
manipulation of channels
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check it out:
[link to www.cosmicparadigm.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

I respect your opinion, but do not agree.
My path has taken me down a bumpy road to truth, and I have been shown both lies and truth.
The channelers with Abundant Hope are authentic and God appointed.
I agree that the Dark are using MANY Channelers around the world, and giving false information.
The world may not agree with many of the messages coming thru Abundant Hope, but that does
not make them false.
There is no way to proof to someone what is divine truth or knowledge. This is why everyone must
embark down their own road seeking what is false and what is truth. It takes time to study, read,
explore, investigate and meditate for the answers.
I have been doing just that for over 5 years now, and I am not new to the false messages and
false websites.
If you earnestly seek from your heart to KNOW all TRUTH, AND HAVE A PERSONAL
RELATIONSHIP WITH JESUS/CM than he will guide you to the material needed to understand.
It will mean breaking down all barriers of what you once believed. Faith and Trust must be at the
forefront. Your angels/guides will guide you. Do THE WORK NEEDED WITHIN YOURSELF
FIRST, AND THEY WILL DO THE REST. I assure you that everyone who wishes to know truth
will be guided.
Candace has her own way of teaching, and I respect her greatly. It is not easy being attacked
over many years, when your mission is to help enlighten and bring to the surface all false truths.
She is a true warrior, and may at times come off as not aligned with light, but I can assure you she
is one of God's brightest. Her heart is HUGE,in wanting to Serve and bring truth to all.
If you knew her heart and who she truly is, you would know differently.
I will not continue further with this discussion, ET.
I cannot stress enough that you must find your own way through the muck and lies. The journey of
the soul is not easy, but it molds character and integrity.
Begin with reading the Phoenix Journals and Urantia Book. Much will be shown to you, as your
guides will bring what will resonate and the rest will take you down a journey of enlightenment. BE
OPEN TO EXPAND CONSCIOUSNESS AND IT WILL BE GIVEN.
Blessings,
DMFS
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14086416
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been there done that

it is not a matter of agreeing or disagreeing with abundanthope
it is a matter of Credibility & Authenticity
The Proof of the Lies & Deceptions i posted above should help you to begin Questioning
Abundanthope & where exactly they get their information from
which is from their Egos & Manipulating Entities

i cannot Force you to Investigate & see the truth
when peoples egos think they have found the 'ultimate truth' then it is Hard for them to Question &
Research the Evidence that proves otherwise
However if one is Truly Honest with themselves then they will set aside their ego & not be afraid to
question information & research the evidence in seeking truth
because Real Truth does not fear investigation & in fact it welcomes it because it is solid truth that
has nothing to hide

no matter how many times abundanthope messages & the indoctrinated believers try to twist, spin
& make excuses...
the truth will come out about the illegitimate messages & belief systems
in many ways it already has..
as proven in my earlier comments
please re-read them, watch the videos & Think instead of letting abundanthope/PJs/Urnatia book
think for you
do not trap yourselves as people have trapped themselves within churches/bibles/religions
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 04:41 PM
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I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Quoting: Michael Christopher 7586230

omg
the misguided leading the misguided
abundantlies needs to stop snaring & brainwashing people who are searching for truth

please people start here when searching for real Truth:
[link to www.youtube.com]
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/20/2012 04:43 PM

I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Quoting: Michael Christopher 7586230

omg
the misguided leading the misguided
abundantlies needs to stop snaring & brainwashing people who are searching for truth
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please people start here when searching for real Truth:
[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

You're also blind to the truth. The truth is in the Bible. You're another lost new ager trying to lead
others astray.
No different from NIP (Candace) and the others that spew these lies around.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28143469
United States
11/20/2012 04:49 PM
I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Quoting: Michael Christopher 7586230

omg
the misguided leading the misguided
abundantlies needs to stop snaring & brainwashing people who are searching for truth

please people start here when searching for real Truth:
[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

No need to purchase a 3 set CD
get centered and saturate yourself with the Fathers Love
then go INSIDE for the Truth
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28086385
United States
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11/20/2012 04:51 PM
igts true case its angles
and they gave secret info and power
to write cr4ap on a board like a 12 year old can do
lol
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 04:52 PM

I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Quoting: Michael Christopher 7586230

omg
the misguided leading the misguided
abundantlies needs to stop snaring & brainwashing people who are searching for truth

please people start here when searching for real Truth:
[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

You're also blind to the truth. The truth is in the Bible. You're another lost new ager trying to lead
others astray.
No different from NIP (Candace) and the others that spew these lies around.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Religions were created by manipulating forces to better control people & their beliefs
same applies to the massive amount of new-age disinformation that now litters the internet &
books
please set-aside old belief systems, question & research deeper to determine if something is 1.
Truth 2. Truth mixed with Lies 3. Lies
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20742172
United Kingdom
11/20/2012 04:53 PM
Greetings OP,
In case this hasn't already been said, you can find out more about your Prophetic Dream, as
channelled from AA Uriel Himself, here: [link to abundanthope.net]
Bless your heart,
Dave
ET emissary

User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 04:56 PM

I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Quoting: Michael Christopher 7586230

omg
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the misguided leading the misguided
abundantlies needs to stop snaring & brainwashing people who are searching for truth

please people start here when searching for real Truth:
[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

No need to purchase a 3 set CD
get centered and saturate yourself with the Fathers Love
then go INSIDE for the Truth
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28143469

omg no
please watch & listen to what is being said from part 1 of his videos
then if you Feel that it is truthful & want to buy the beneficial CDs then go ahead but it is not
necessary
the information within the other videos is what is important
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 05:01 PM

Greetings OP,
In case this hasn't already been said, you can find out more about your Prophetic Dream, as
channelled from AA Uriel Himself, here: [link to abundanthope.net]
Bless your heart,
Dave
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20742172

as transmitted from a reptilian entity or other manipulating entity
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go ahead knock yourselves out lol
unreal!

*** Please investigate the track record of their messages ***

do not be so easily fooled by accepting it as truth because it 'sounds' as if it supposedly coming
from a mighty god-like entity
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/20/2012 07:32 PM

What about his Wings OP? Is there any similarity?
Quoting: Michael Christopher 12443715

They do not have wings beloved, they are energy radiating out of the heart area when they are
perceived So many people on earth believe angels fly, that they will put on wings for you. OP may
not have needed wings.
Now beloveds, there are all these incredibly STUPID religion threads here. HOW does this
SERVE your Jesus here now at this time? It doesn't. You want to be raptured off this world and
that is NOT how it works. Your world is dying under your feet and you could give a shit about it.
Where are you doing once its dead? There is no fluffy heaven, there IS better places which must
be earned.
And there is no reason NOT to build this planet into a "heaven" of your dreams. But you don't
know what eternal life even is, so you throw away the planet that is YOUR HOME and discuss
TRASH. Ponder it, for only pondering will move you forward. It doesn't matter jack shit if Mary M
and Jesus were married or any of that other GARBAGE that comes up. And when I do give you
the FACTS on such topics, you still don't give a SHIT. This is YOUR WORLD. THINK
Nice video: [link to www.youtube.com] Make this World a Better One
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28143469
United States
11/20/2012 07:37 PM
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You're also blind to the truth. The truth is in the Bible. You're another lost new ager trying to lead
others astray.
No different from NIP (Candace) and the others that spew these lies around.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Religions were created by manipulating forces to better control people & their beliefs
same applies to the massive amount of new-age disinformation that now litters the internet &
books
please set-aside old belief systems, question & research deeper to determine if something is 1.
Truth 2. Truth mixed with Lies 3. Lies
Quoting: ET emissary

Lisa,
There is truth in the Bible, but only about 30% is actually true.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/20/2012 07:58 PM

[link to www.catholic.com]
[link to www.vatican.va]
Any Christian who has anything to say negative about the Catholic Church should read these
tracts (first link) and then the Catechism of the Catholic Church (second link). Do this FIRST.
MOST if not ALL of the arguments online here and on other forums are based on
misunderstandings of what the Catholic Church teaches.
THEN and only THEN can anyone have an intelligent discussion over differences of beliefs.
After all, you should understand what it is you are talking about straight from the horse's mouth
before you have enough knowledge to argue your own position, right?
Unfortunately, I can't say to do the same for any other Christian churches since they do not have
any clear beliefs written down anywhere other than their claim that they go by the bible even
though each Christian interprets it differently.
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But anyway, any discussion that has any basis in logic, first has to have an understanding or a
basis to work from which has clear definitions.
Otherwise you are presenting FALSE information, which is FEAR based and you are acting out of
your own EGO and BEARING FALSE WITNESS against others.
So before you make a statement about what you think Catholic's believe, check your
understanding of what it is you think they believe before you speak or write about it. Otherwise,
again you are BEARING FALSE WITNESS against others.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1034800

Just to let you know, I was a catholic once. Until I saw the fraud. And made study. I in fact chose it
when I was 18 years old, after the death of President Kennedy squelched my career plans.
Kennedy was taken to meet Jesus, did you know that? And he began to put in place in my country
everything that was suggested by Jesus to him. And they murdered him for it, on the very day he
was to announce something of it, of the return, to begin to prepare the people. Jesus is returned.
Has been since 1954 in fact.
I do not deny the many wondrous peoples of the church, I have seen wondrous devotion, , but the
top level of the church are antichrists and some within it added false material to the bible. Jesus
never appointment Peter to head his church. Jesus did not start a church. Constantine DID. Jesus
never made the pope or Peter the vicar of Christ on this planet. Just so you know and you can
confirm that if you make effort. You ones practice a lot of satanic stuff and know it not, but that
matters not, its where your heart is, that matters. Catholics "believe" like all other churches, but
belief is not knowing beloveds. Your church is responsible for incredible evil in this world over the
long ages. Learn your own history.
Your church took over and destroyed the real WAY that was started in England after the
Crucifixion by Joseph of A, and that was his role, alone with Mary M and some of the other
apostles and family and friends who went to France by method of boat after the crucifixion.
Joseph of A was a global tin trader and his daughter was married to the King of England's
younger brother. The first true "church' if you mean building, was built in Glastonbury England 3
short years after the Crucifixion.
Mary M was pregnant with the child of Jesus and birthed their child while at sea. Thus many
legends in Europe/France and England in particular. The child was a girl, named SaRa SaRa is
incarnate on this plane now and to protect her identity, we are not allowed to know. Joseph of A
and Mary M started the first true "church" and it was called THE WAY. And Rome destroyed it, not
the building but all the teaching and absorbed it by method of force and war. How different
Christianity could be today, of Constantine had not done what he did.
Paul was not a holy man at the time. He was in fact the worst enemy of Jesus because he was
stupid and did not know God within him at all and spread many false teachings. He was not
appointed by Jesus, Jesus did not die on the cross, he was in a coma, and he survived which is in
the bible. No Magic resurrection folks. No easter day, sorry. That is the lie of Rome. Jesus spent
some time with friends secretly and ascended into a CRAFT and was taken out of the hell hole to
Damascus where he lived for 2 years before Saul came along looking for others. Saul of course
thought Jesus was a ghost, and Jesus blinded him with no magic, other than fireworks. And
requested some people to teach the man something while he was stunned for 3 days. Paul was
never ordained an apostle.
and Luke, he never met Jesus, nice guy but his writings are all hearsay. All of you bible is
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hearsay. People wrote what they remembered. It has lovely stuff in it, as to the NT and some very
unlovely stuff.
God resides inside of YOU. Jesus taught that. Heed that, for God is not up in the high heavens
someplace, he is as close as your MIND, because HE is MIND, his body is the creation. he sends
a piece of his MIND to you and you communicate with him thru meditation and your church as
never taught you that, have they? You are missing so much and we from heaven grieve huge
tears over the destruction of the teachings of Jesus.
I chat with Jesus daily. He has been in my home and I have been on his craft, many times in fact.
He is returned and the plan was a public return with the cooperation of President Kennedy.
Kennedy was the finest President this country has had, because he was seen fit by
Jesus..........and they murdered him and you are going to find out, sadly that your church hierarchy
was behind that.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/20/2012 07:59 PM

Greetings OP,
In case this hasn't already been said, you can find out more about your Prophetic Dream, as
channelled from AA Uriel Himself, here: [link to abundanthope.net]
Bless your heart,
Dave
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20742172

Dave, I already carried a short message to OP and placed also the message of Uriel thru hazel a
few pages ago, but thanks for drawing attention again.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28143469
United States
11/20/2012 08:24 PM
I always support Candace for all his teachings here and at the same time,myself also teach
people about it even from a small number of people because the more you taught about the truth
it will surely be injected into their minds and hearts.Thank you very much OP for your wonderful
dream and I love it very much because my mother also dream of so many spacecraft around
this planet that giving and helping people here and from what I see, this is after the 3 days of
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darkness but my mother just afraid about it. She cannot remember all of her dreams. Although I
do not know who I am but Im certain that I also here in service. Maybe Candace can help me find
who I really is because I'm am still confused but understand what the teaching of Candace and
the Abundanthope website. I love to read all those and people just laugh at me when I teach them
about it. OP you are the best.
Quoting: Michael Christopher 7586230

omg
the misguided leading the misguided
abundantlies needs to stop snaring & brainwashing people who are searching for truth

please people start here when searching for real Truth:
[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: ET emissary

No need to purchase a 3 set CD
get centered and saturate yourself with the Fathers Love
then go INSIDE for the Truth
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28143469

omg no
please watch & listen to what is being said from part 1 of his videos
then if you Feel that it is truthful & want to buy the beneficial CDs then go ahead but it is not
necessary
the information within the other videos is what is important
Quoting: ET emissary

from the video you recommend:
....
Try to erase negativity in your minds. Concentrate on positive energy.
That is you power against the evil. They are powerless against this
energy. That is why they want to distract (you) from this power.
...
You are living on this planet in order to learn how to stay positive
even in such unhappy worlds. The meaning of life is the development of
the consciousness, the development of the heart, of the mind, of the
character, in a more noble level, being spiritual even with negative
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energies around you. That is happening over many lives and on many
planets, because the soul wants to learn everything. Every planet is a
school in which you can go a step higher.
Every soul has to go, to evolve higher, back to "The Source", to the
"Cosmic Centre of consciousness". You call it "God" but it is not a
person, it is the "Energy" from which everything exists.
....
If you really want to get knowledge, the "Existence" will show you the
ways to find it. Most people on Earth have forgotten how to listen to
the soul. They are distracted on purpose in the negative society around
them. Friends, it's time to change this. ....
Create the inner wish to get knowledge about
the Universe. Don't let the negative people disturb you. They are
stealing your energy and want to keep you primitive as they are.
Much of the actual text from the video can be found here: [link to 777alaje.blogspot.com]
Ok, its more in depth than
"Get centered and Saturate yourself with The Fathers Love"
but its basically the same thing. I am just not wordy and like to keep it simple.
thanks for the video
Michael Christopher
User ID: 3689930
Philippines
11/20/2012 08:44 PM
Thank you for letting me understand about angels.
redelectricmoon
User ID: 17199948
United States
11/20/2012 09:28 PM
ET emissary
What do you know of God? Rebuild your own connection before speaking as one who once had
authority.
Just as in human races, among Dragons there are those who build and walk dark paths and those
who build and walk lighted paths. Be careful that you don't get yourself labeled as a "racist".
Go to the Mayans and tell them that their feathered serpent Quetzalcoatl is the evil one and see
how you are received.
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as transmitted from a reptilian entity(emphasis mine) or other manipulating entity
do not be so easily fooled by accepting it as truth because it 'sounds' as if it supposedly coming
from a mighty god-like entity
Quoting: ET emissary
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/20/2012 09:31 PM

You're also blind to the truth. The truth is in the Bible. You're another lost new ager trying to lead
others astray.
No different from NIP (Candace) and the others that spew these lies around.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Religions were created by manipulating forces to better control people & their beliefs
same applies to the massive amount of new-age disinformation that now litters the internet &
books
please set-aside old belief systems, question & research deeper to determine if something is 1.
Truth 2. Truth mixed with Lies 3. Lies
Quoting: ET emissary

Lisa,
There is truth in the Bible, but only about 30% is actually true.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28143469

So cling to the 30%.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/20/2012 09:32 PM

You're also blind to the truth. The truth is in the Bible. You're another lost new ager trying to lead
others astray.
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No different from NIP (Candace) and the others that spew these lies around.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Religions were created by manipulating forces to better control people & their beliefs
same applies to the massive amount of new-age disinformation that now litters the internet &
books
please set-aside old belief systems, question & research deeper to determine if something is 1.
Truth 2. Truth mixed with Lies 3. Lies
Quoting: ET emissary

Lisa,
There is truth in the Bible, but only about 30% is actually true.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28143469

So cling to the 30%.
Quoting: Shamar

AND build and go forward......
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/20/2012 09:40 PM

you can known if you are in the Most High's image if you reflect his charachter of creating, of life,
and of love. Those are the fruits of the Creator. If you bite of something else, you bite of the
adversary...which is death.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/20/2012 10:49 PM
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you can known if you are in the Most High's image if you reflect his charachter of creating, of life,
and of love. Those are the fruits of the Creator. If you bite of something else, you bite of the
adversary...which is death.
Quoting: Shamar

but you NOT have only one life and all are eternal beings unless they choose uncreation, which is
death of the soul. People are given many chances. When the choice of eternal life is made, they
understand they will be tested greatly, because only after that, can they know for sure and it can
only happen, the sure, quite some time after they become God conscious 5d individuals.
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 11:25 PM

from the video you recommend:
....
Try to erase negativity in your minds. Concentrate on positive energy.
That is you power against the evil. They are powerless against this
energy. That is why they want to distract (you) from this power.
...
You are living on this planet in order to learn how to stay positive
even in such unhappy worlds. The meaning of life is the development of
the consciousness, the development of the heart, of the mind, of the
character, in a more noble level, being spiritual even with negative
energies around you. That is happening over many lives and on many
planets, because the soul wants to learn everything. Every planet is a
school in which you can go a step higher.
Every soul has to go, to evolve higher, back to "The Source", to the
"Cosmic Centre of consciousness". You call it "God" but it is not a
person, it is the "Energy" from which everything exists.
....
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If you really want to get knowledge, the "Existence" will show you the
ways to find it. Most people on Earth have forgotten how to listen to
the soul. They are distracted on purpose in the negative society around
them. Friends, it's time to change this. ....
Create the inner wish to get knowledge about
the Universe. Don't let the negative people disturb you. They are
stealing your energy and want to keep you primitive as they are.
Much of the actual text from the video can be found here: [link to 777alaje.blogspot.com]
Ok, its more in depth than
"Get centered and Saturate yourself with The Fathers Love"
but its basically the same thing. I am just not wordy and like to keep it simple.
thanks for the video
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28143469

no
it is not the same thing because in reality there is no christ michael/aton/whatever floating around
in space that is going to take responsibility for your life
people have to take responsibility for their own lives, minds & bodies
with self-love, taking care of their bodies health & fully responsibility for all their actions etc.
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/20/2012 11:40 PM

ET emissary
What do you know of God? Rebuild your own connection before speaking as one who once had
authority.
Just as in human races, among Dragons there are those who build and walk dark paths and those
who build and walk lighted paths. Be careful that you don't get yourself labeled as a "racist".
Go to the Mayans and tell them that their feathered serpent Quetzalcoatl is the evil one and see
how you are received.
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as transmitted from a reptilian entity(emphasis mine) or other manipulating entity
do not be so easily fooled by accepting it as truth because it 'sounds' as if it supposedly coming
from a mighty god-like entity
Quoting: ET emissary
Quoting: redelectricmoon 17199948

i never said all of them
there are certainly some good or benevolent reptilians
some abduction stories mention reptilian beings actually helping them to escape

just like our government is not %100 corrupt
there are corporations & individuals such a ron paul who refuse to go along with negative agendas
& they speak truth or try to expose what is going on some other way
btw the mayans sacrificed people to worship these false-god reptilian beings...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22060914
11/21/2012 07:23 AM
Greetings OP,
In case this hasn't already been said, you can find out more about your Prophetic Dream, as
channelled from AA Uriel Himself, here: [link to abundanthope.net]
Bless your heart,
Dave
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20742172

as transmitted from a reptilian entity or other manipulating entity
go ahead knock yourselves out lol
unreal!

*** Please investigate the track record of their messages ***

do not be so easily fooled by accepting it as truth because it 'sounds' as if it supposedly coming
from a mighty god-like entity
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Quoting: ET emissary
I guess the reppies are having a great fun given most people, especially channelers, are so
gullible and take everything for granted.
4D entities are likely to SHAPESHIFT as physical rules don't apply. Form is meaningless, essence
is everything.
peru
User ID: 28198063
Germany
11/21/2012 08:54 AM
Hi, ET emissary,
i am new here and i dunno whom you mean, please?
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/21/2012 09:14 AM

First: Green Thumb collectors: This piece is thru a member of my team and I have permission
from SHR to post these here in full. Do NOT bother the mods with copyright infringement reports.

Beloved OP you have again found favor and mention, for this refers directly to your vision of Uriel,
the great Arch Angel within the long piece. This below is a message from Creator Source of all the
Creation. And it is directed to all those ones who are not as special as they think they are, such as
those who posted in this thread who are less than they can be and put down your holy work. You
have no idea, (well maybe you do), how great is thy works that YOU were selected to carry the
Uriel message.
BROADCAST 0X8X1XI Nov 21, 2012 thru Kibo
Thus saith The Lord God (Papa Source)
BEHOLD
I AM ONE
I AM ALL
HEED WHAT I AM
FOR YOUR OWN SAKES……….
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You all exist as part of My consciousness
My thought of you in all things
As I experience all things.
An experience of experiences
In a universe of universes
And more
Far beyond your comprehension.
Know that there are universes, galaxies, systems, planets, civilizations
Far older and grander than yours
Ye ones are not the center of the universe
Nor are you the center of reality
Nor the center of My full attention
For I give My full attention to all as one.
You live on a small planet that spins and orbits on the edge of your local system
Which is on the edge of your constellation system
Which is on the edge of your major system
Which is on the edge of your universe
Which is on the edge of your superuniverse
Which is the last of seven superuniverses
Yet you think
That what you think about things
Means more than what the rest of your universe thinks AND KNOWS.
For truly you know little of nothing
Of the works of your surroundings
Yet presume yourselves to be important to the whole of creation….but why?
What is your singular distinction in all of creation
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That ye should feel so favored?
Know ye not that ye are known far and wide
As the planet that murdered God?
He bestowed Himself upon you to show you the way of the Father Source and Center of All
And you nailed Him to wood and watched Him give His Spirit back to The Father
Asking forgiveness for you in your ignorance….and that is what you celebrate
You celebrate the sacrifice of the cross
And ignore the decision of the cup
Where the God and Creator of your universe
Gave and submitted His Will
To the Father of all things

You, who claim to be His followers, yet cannot seem to find His footsteps
Can you say that you have done the same?
He gave you the way of peace
Of love and light
And life eternal
KNOW YE NOT YE ARE GODS?
Nay
You insist on acting like the ignorant children of old
Ye follow the scriptures designed for you
Corrupted by the tribe of Satan
Minions of the Anunnaki
[who came to the light, unlike their former minions]
I, even I
And the same Son of God that you murdered
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Have sent to you Uriel
To declare MY Will for peace
The Will of My Christ Son, for peace
And still you clamor for war
Thinking that it will please Me
And bring about My Will
WHAT KNOW YE OF MY WILL?
I AM THE ETERNAL NOW
GIVING AS MY CHILDREN CAN COMPREHEND
TWO THOUSAND YEARS HAVE PASSED
AND STILL YOU INSIST UPON COMPREHENDING
NO MORE THAN YOU DID BACK THEN
And claim that prophecy
Given to thee as warnings
That ye may be able to change
Are written in stone and cannot be changed
And so you think My Will is for you to blindly accept what you are told from without, from your
preachers and priests and rabbis and imams. You have no faith in or within yourselves and so you
hold faith in men and refuse to believe that you and I are with and within each other as one.
It is better to believe in Me than to believe in men or nobles, or popes or politicians. Yet you
stubbornly limit yourselves to being physical beings blindly stumbling through your attempts to
understand spiritual experiences. When, in reality, you are spiritual beings of My consciousness,
having a perception of physical experience for the purpose of training and learning to achieve the
perfection I have promised you and the Christhood that comes with it.
You insist that Uriel must be a demon because he comes in the last days and speaks not of Glory
to Me or to the one you call Jesus. Know ye not His true name? Esu Immanuel in Christ Michael
of Nebadon. Yet if our Archangel came to you by His true name, ye would reject him even more
than you do now. Know that in doing My Will and delivering the message that I willed to be
delivered, he does indeed, glorify Me.
You ask, ‘Why this one?” Why not? Who are you to say who is who and what is what? You would
prefer that I sent him to you? Believe me, I have tried. But your hearts and minds are closed and
limited and will accept nothing less than your own programmed, processed beliefs. I understand
why you do what you do concerning these times, but know that, in this day and age, your
understanding should have increased and expanded to include the greater reality of which you are
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a part. You act as if you are the only civilization in existence that knows of God and serves Him
and anything else is suspected of being demonic when quite the opposite seems to be true to the
many thousands of truly civilized worlds and civilizations that have found the glory of God within
themselves and have acted accordingly to live in love and light, in obedience with My Will and the
Will of their Universe Sovereign and Creator. They have evolved far beyond your understanding
from your small limited perceptions of life, eternal and infinite and so they have come here in
service to aid you in your struggle to be free from the great evil that lives among you and controls
the illusory matrix that, laughingly, you call civilization….and you call them demons, as well….
You kill each other in My name and expect Me to choose a side, whatever is your side, against all
others, when such evil is against My Will.
Ye have yet to learn how to love each other as yourselves…can you truly say you love Me?
The anti-christ that you fear, yet anticipate and have been taught to desire in coming so that you
may see the final days fulfilled, has been among you all this time. You think that it is just one
person, when it is simply a figurehead for a people that own and control you and every aspect of
your lives except the Divine Life of God Within You. There, they cannot touch you, but few have
found this station of rest and replenishing….instead you have foolishly done as you have been
taught to do….refrain from evolving spiritually and ridiculing and attacking all those that have. So
be it.
Ye have been told that the sword has been held high and now it is on the way down. Ye laugh at
our delaying, without thinking that it has all been for your sakes, that you may yet see and hear
within and finally see and hear the true reality that surrounds you…..all have been called yet all
too few have answered the call and fewer still have done the work needed to be chosen. I care
not for what you think of yourselves in your arrogance, thinking that your affiliation with this
religion or that group will save you. You are all spirit and your present, physical circumstances are
but covering for your real selves while you struggle to work out the declining cycles of your karmic
accounts. Black has been white, Palestinians have been Zionists and vice versa. Rich and poor
have been poor and rich. Masters have been slaves and slaves have been masters. You have, in
every way, been each other, but without the inner wisdom of divine communication, without an
open, inner mind and heart, you will always concentrate upon your separation and differences
instead of what unifies you in ME.
I unify all things in Myself as one. I AM HERE AND NOW. Do not look for me way back then, as
you do in justifying yourselves for refusing to evolve your understanding of circumstances and
events among people of an even more limited understanding that you. Do not overly concern
yourselves with the future except to take each moment in What I Am and work together with ME
as WE create the future together. If you cannot make such a leap of consciousness in faith and
goodwill as to better effect Our relationship and more, interactive co-creation, then please try your
best to act and be in love, with ME, as I love you infinitely and eternally, and with yourself and
each other, that this world may finally see and realize peace and abundance, for in the future, only
those that can be and do, act in and know this way, will be My Faith Children on Earth/Gaia,
grown up and graduated, and given stewardship of this world ascended.

Heed the voice, the mind and the heart of The Father Within you and know that therein, is also the
voice of The Son and The Holy Spirit, in the Trinity as you know it.
I AM THAT I AM
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I AM I
I AM
I

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/21/2012 10:51 AM

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Thanks Candace for sharing this message from Our Creator/Source and Kibo.
I would just like to stress once again the reading of the Urantia Book. This book gives details
about our Universe and our earth's history. This message speaks about all of the
galaxies/systems etc. along with the seven super-universe's. One cannot understand truly the
grip/hold/prison the dark have made of our world, unless they understand the history of our planet.
Also that there are one hundred thousand universes within a super universe. Each universe has a
creator-son, bestowed by God. Christ Michael/Jesus is our Creator Son, for our universe, which is
part of 99,000 other universe's within this seventh universe. Yes it is mind boggling but divine and
grand!!!
Mankind on our earth, has been prevented from learning about other worlds. Our creator wants us
to know all that is, for he is a loving father. The time in which we live is changing and all is being
shown to us, so that we can evolve to a higher thinking and a higher way in accordance with
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divine truth.
May God's lighted truth come into each and everyone who reads here with an explosion of
motivation to know and learn about everything, breaking down the walls of illusion and fear.
Blessings to OP for you are blessed with God's favor dear one!!!!!
DMFS
peru
User ID: 28198063
Germany
11/21/2012 11:32 AM
I THANK YOU, ALLMIGHTY FATHER!
THANK YOU, CHRIST MICHAEL.
Be you Blessed, URIEL.
Be you Blessed, CANDACE.
Be you Blessed, KIBO.
IN ALL ETERNITY.
Michael Christopher
User ID: 4763553
Philippines
11/21/2012 11:41 AM
Thank you for the teachings my source.
dmfs
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/21/2012 11:46 AM

I keep forgetting to sign in, so my previous posts were under AC.
OP I am sharing some info, and do not wish to take away from your thread, but it truly is relevant
to some teaching here.
Anyway I have been guided within to share a link here from Abundant Hope for the Phoenix
Journal # 225. It recently appeared on the front site, and is very relevant to much being shared on
this thread. It goes into details regarding the Pharisees 2000 years ago, and the biblical scripture
in the bible regarding those times.
The Pharisees are relevant in that they are involved from that time forward in the many lies and
false truths given in biblical content.
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[link to abundanthope.net]
I also would like to share that I am Catholic, raised from childhood in the teachings of the church.
I became increasingly aware of much our church was teaching that did not resonate anymore
within me, and began searching for answers. I am not here to condemn anyone Catholic for the
religions of this world were our path to a higher way, but there is also many untruths within the
church.
The Vatican/Rome is behind much evil in our world and much will be revealed regarding their
roles in the lies and spiraling darkness our world has been trussed into.
Start peeling the onion, for it represents the many layers of deceit and lies given to us, by the
dark.
Blessings,
DMFS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/21/2012 01:01 PM
they did say in the dream the Angels are already working behind the scenes for peace etc..
step by step

Thread: BREAKING NEWS! Cease fire agreement going in effect 9pm Cairo time
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/21/2012 01:02 PM

step by step..bit by bit..

op
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/21/2012 01:03 PM
If this dream is the real deal, and I believe it is , dont forget he chose a Catholic to give the
message to
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/21/2012 01:04 PM
so we cant all be that bad huh?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28215287
United States
11/21/2012 01:07 PM
from the video you recommend:
....
Try to erase negativity in your minds. Concentrate on positive energy.
That is you power against the evil. They are powerless against this
energy. That is why they want to distract (you) from this power.
...
You are living on this planet in order to learn how to stay positive
even in such unhappy worlds. The meaning of life is the development of
the consciousness, the development of the heart, of the mind, of the
character, in a more noble level, being spiritual even with negative
energies around you. That is happening over many lives and on many
planets, because the soul wants to learn everything. Every planet is a
school in which you can go a step higher.
Every soul has to go, to evolve higher, back to "The Source", to the
"Cosmic Centre of consciousness". You call it "God" but it is not a
person, it is the "Energy" from which everything exists.
....
If you really want to get knowledge, the "Existence" will show you the
ways to find it. Most people on Earth have forgotten how to listen to
the soul. They are distracted on purpose in the negative society around
them. Friends, it's time to change this. ....
Create the inner wish to get knowledge about
the Universe. Don't let the negative people disturb you. They are
stealing your energy and want to keep you primitive as they are.
Much of the actual text from the video can be found here: [link to 777alaje.blogspot.com]
Ok, its more in depth than
"Get centered and Saturate yourself with The Fathers Love"
but its basically the same thing. I am just not wordy and like to keep it simple.
thanks for the video
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28143469

no
it is not the same thing because in reality there is no christ michael/aton/whatever floating around
in space that is going to take responsibility for your life
people have to take responsibility for their own lives, minds & bodies
with self-love, taking care of their bodies health & fully responsibility for all their actions etc.
Quoting: ET emissary
The Fathers Love is the highest positive energy there is. So being filled and saturated with it is
one's power against evil. How is this not taking responsibility for ones own life?
There was no mention of anything floating around in space, where did you get that from? What did
I miss?
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/21/2012 01:08 PM

Lol this thread is hilarious. You can tell by the OP's writing style that he's one of "them" meaning
part of the "productions" department in this social experiment and honeytrap called Godlike
Productions.
As for Salt becoming a mod, toooo funny. Always knew she wasn't who she claimed to be.
Wouldn't be surprised if one day she has a cat picture as an avatar. After all, we do know what
those kittehs represent, and, well, the one-eyed symbolism has already been done with her, so
what's left?
Quoting: ThreshingSword 14262703

wow, really? that is so mean.

Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/21/2012 01:14 PM
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Lol this thread is hilarious. You can tell by the OP's writing style that he's one of "them" meaning
part of the "productions" department in this social experiment and honeytrap called Godlike
Productions.
As for Salt becoming a mod, toooo funny. Always knew she wasn't who she claimed to be.
Wouldn't be surprised if one day she has a cat picture as an avatar. After all, we do know what
those kittehs represent, and, well, the one-eyed symbolism has already been done with her, so
what's left?
Quoting: ThreshingSword 14262703

wow, really? that is so mean.

Quoting: Salt

Just ignore it. If I had a dime for every insult I've received on GLP I'd be very very wealthy.
Haters gonna hate.

Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/21/2012 01:15 PM

Lol this thread is hilarious. You can tell by the OP's writing style that he's one of "them" meaning
part of the "productions" department in this social experiment and honeytrap called Godlike
Productions.
As for Salt becoming a mod, toooo funny. Always knew she wasn't who she claimed to be.
Wouldn't be surprised if one day she has a cat picture as an avatar. After all, we do know what
those kittehs represent, and, well, the one-eyed symbolism has already been done with her, so
what's left?
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Quoting: ThreshingSword 14262703

wow, really? that is so mean.

Quoting: Salt

Just ignore it. If I had a dime for every insult I've received on GLP I'd be very very wealthy.
Haters gonna hate.

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

what in the heck do cat avatars mean?
i wasn't aware there was a cat conspiracy
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/21/2012 01:16 PM

Lol this thread is hilarious. You can tell by the OP's writing style that he's one of "them" meaning
part of the "productions" department in this social experiment and honeytrap called Godlike
Productions.
As for Salt becoming a mod, toooo funny. Always knew she wasn't who she claimed to be.
Wouldn't be surprised if one day she has a cat picture as an avatar. After all, we do know what
those kittehs represent, and, well, the one-eyed symbolism has already been done with her, so
what's left?
Quoting: ThreshingSword 14262703

wow, really? that is so mean.

Quoting: Salt

Just ignore it. If I had a dime for every insult I've received on GLP I'd be very very wealthy.
Haters gonna hate.
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Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

what in the heck do cat avatars mean?
i wasn't aware there was a cat conspiracy
Quoting: Salt

I have no idea.......maybe witches or something? Not sure really.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17199948
United States
11/21/2012 02:37 PM
btw the mayans sacrificed people to worship these false-god reptilian beings...
Quoting: ET emissary

Blood sacrifice is an abomination regardless of the religion that practices it. I strongly assert that
Quetzalcoatl never required such a thing - his mission was to civilize. It's a construct of the bloodthirsty, parasitical ones - regardless of their origin, and has no place in the world to come.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/21/2012 02:40 PM
Have you ever thought that maybe the Kingdom will be an Angelic Realm?
Only Angels and those that have become Angels?
dmfs
User ID: 14086416
United States
11/21/2012 04:19 PM

Have you ever thought that maybe the Kingdom will be an Angelic Realm?
Only Angels and those that have become Angels?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179
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OP Yes that is what it will be like according to the Urantia Book.
Here is a description:
26:0.1.SUPERNAPHIM are the ministering spirits of Paradise and the central universe; they are
the highest order of the lowest group of the children of the Infinite Spirit—the angelic hosts. Such
ministering spirits are to be encountered from the Isle of Paradise to the worlds of time and space.
No major part of the organized and inhabited creation is without their services.
1. The Ministering Spirits
26:1.1.Angels are the ministering-spirit associates of the evolutionary and ascending will creatures
of all space; they are also the colleagues and working associates of the higher hosts of the divine
personalities of the spheres. The angels of all orders are distinct personalities and are highly
individualized. They all have a large capacity for appreciation of the ministrations of the reversion
directors. Together with the Messenger Hosts of Space, the ministering spirits enjoy seasons of
rest and change; they possess very social natures and have an associative capacity far
transcending that of human beings.
26:1.2.The ministering spirits of the grand universe are classified as follows:
26:1.3.1. Supernaphim.
26:1.4.2. Seconaphim.
26:1.5.3. Tertiaphim.
26:1.6.4. Omniaphim.
26:1.7.5. Seraphim.
26:1.8.6. Cherubim and Sanobim.
26:1.9.7. Midway Creatures.
26:1.10.The individual members of the angelic orders are not altogether stationary as to personal
status in the universe. Angels of certain orders may become Paradise Companions for a season;
some become Celestial Recorders; others ascend to the ranks of the Technical Advisers. Certain
of the cherubim may aspire to seraphic status and destiny, while evolutionary seraphim can
achieve the spiritual levels of the ascending Sons of God.
26:1.11.The seven orders of ministering spirits, as revealed, are grouped for presentation in
accordance with their functions of greatest importance to ascending creatures:
You can continue reading at [link to urantiabook.org] Paper 26
DMFS
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/21/2012 04:20 PM
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Hi, ET emissary,
i am new here and i dunno whom you mean, please?
Quoting: peru

please do yourself a great favor & ignore all the fancy fake channeled messages of endless
paragraphs of meaningless pap that has been recycled & re-used for years now
those messages are nothing more than fluffy glamor specifically designed & engineered to distract
& feed people tasty disinformation
it leads people to the great lands of ego, deception & lies

Please instead watch these youtube presentations & listen calmly & carefully to the information
starting from part 1:
ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/21/2012 04:42 PM

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

do you realize how stupid that sounds?
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a 3 year old could have written something more intelligent...
what is wrong with you people..
Pavel1972
User ID: 23983169
Czech Republic
11/21/2012 05:04 PM

They are here to save and free the planet?
The main evil that is here are Hellish people, although in some aspects they also represent good,
but I won't explain it now.
What is main is that that to free the planet = free it from Hellish people.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/21/2012 05:29 PM

"Be advised that never before have your personal shielding and clearing rituals been more
important.
Now that your workload has increased, it is essential – no, make that imperative – that you
thoroughly shield yourselves both before you go to sleep and upon arising the next morn.
Invoke around yourself, your home and your loved ones a protective orb of the purest violet light.
Reinforce this protection often, throughout the day. Eat, sleep and breathe within this Holy Light.
Call upon your brother, Michael, to assist you. He waits only for your invitation.
Michael is strong, he is omnipresent. He has tasked himself to serve."
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Quetzal785
User ID: 27934715
United States
11/21/2012 05:39 PM
you like to give people false hope just for some views?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/21/2012 06:19 PM
Blessed ae the peacemakers for they shall be called children of God

Blessings to all those that have and will defend peace
with love..
peace must be founded on love..even if love is just a small seed that will grow..it must be there

like faith
the size of a mustard seed will do

Blessings to all those that have achieved this
May God seal it with His authority and make it last
and spread throughout the planet
In Christs name
Amen
Clayton
User ID: 23734565
11/21/2012 06:37 PM
If this dream is the real deal, and I believe it is , dont forget he chose a Catholic to give the
message to
Quoting: op 28219179

I believe you have been blessed and the dream is real. Sounds like a lot of pride you have in
Catholics. The ones who changed the bible and the teachings of Jesus. Sounds like a lot of pride
you have going on, be careful, Evil might just get you yet...My father was a catholic and tried to
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get me baptized, he never did. Then I followed my mother and Christianity for a while. Then I
started to think things were wrong. Messed with the "Current John Titor" for some time, and then I
found my way here. Interesting to learn all of this. I bet this happens in late 2012 - 2015 but my
best guess is april 2013.
Maits 666<>999
User ID: 24914437
Canada
11/21/2012 08:48 PM
Have you ever thought that maybe the Kingdom will be an Angelic Realm?
Only Angels and those that have become Angels?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179

OP Yes that is what it will be like according to the Urantia Book.
Here is a description:
26:0.1.SUPERNAPHIM are the ministering spirits of Paradise and the central universe; they are
the highest order of the lowest group of the children of the Infinite Spirit—the angelic hosts. Such
ministering spirits are to be encountered from the Isle of Paradise to the worlds of time and space.
No major part of the organized and inhabited creation is without their services.
1. The Ministering Spirits
26:1.1.Angels are the ministering-spirit associates of the evolutionary and ascending will creatures
of all space; they are also the colleagues and working associates of the higher hosts of the divine
personalities of the spheres. The angels of all orders are distinct personalities and are highly
individualized. They all have a large capacity for appreciation of the ministrations of the reversion
directors. Together with the Messenger Hosts of Space, the ministering spirits enjoy seasons of
rest and change; they possess very social natures and have an associative capacity far
transcending that of human beings.
26:1.2.The ministering spirits of the grand universe are classified as follows:
26:1.3.1. Supernaphim.
26:1.4.2. Seconaphim.
26:1.5.3. Tertiaphim.
26:1.6.4. Omniaphim.
26:1.7.5. Seraphim.
26:1.8.6. Cherubim and Sanobim.
26:1.9.7. Midway Creatures.
26:1.10.The individual members of the angelic orders are not altogether stationary as to personal
status in the universe. Angels of certain orders may become Paradise Companions for a season;
some become Celestial Recorders; others ascend to the ranks of the Technical Advisers. Certain
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of the cherubim may aspire to seraphic status and destiny, while evolutionary seraphim can
achieve the spiritual levels of the ascending Sons of God.
26:1.11.The seven orders of ministering spirits, as revealed, are grouped for presentation in
accordance with their functions of greatest importance to ascending creatures:
You can continue reading at [link to urantiabook.org] Paper 26
DMFS
Quoting: dmfs
I am a reader of this interesting Forum and I AM still learning more good and bad stuffs. Thanks to
the Light Beings in this Forum who commit themselves saving Mother Gaia and her people. But
thanks as well to those opposing brethen because without their negative thoughts nothing would
counter-support the Truth. (That's how we learn here in this material world.)
Thank you DMFS for your sharing those few lines from Urantia Book. I learned from my Guide,
Mother 01230-6-4, that the Urantia Book is true when it comes to creation and the Abramic Bible
is true to the events that may transpire in the future.

Here is the Oneness Prayer from my Guide who taught me. It is my prayer to serve others my
unconditional love.
In the name of the Father (The Energy/Source)
The Mother (Matter)
And the Son. (the Beings/the Creator God with His 6 Celestial Sons)
From the Lord God of my being, I now remember who I am;
I am that "I Am", knowing all there is to know,
Experiencing Christ Consciousness - my resurrection,
Being one with All-That-Is-Not and All-That-Is.
These knowing, experiencing, and being manifest the Holy Trinity on me.
I am a Creator, an image of God who created me,
So whatever be my desire becomes my reality.
I give love to the Father by loving myself and the others
And my desire for them is, as well, to remember who they are;
That all shall be one in the New Consciousness that is yet to come on Earth.
So be it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22621726
Australia
11/21/2012 08:54 PM

From the Lord God of my being, I now remember who I am;
I am that "I Am", knowing all there is to know,
Experiencing Christ Consciousness - my resurrection,
Being one with All-That-Is-Not and All-That-Is.
These knowing, experiencing, and being manifest the Holy Trinity on me.
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I am a Creator, an image of God who created me,
So whatever be my desire becomes my reality.
I give love to the Father by loving myself and the others
And my desire for them is, as well, to remember who they are;
That all shall be one in the New Consciousness that is yet to come on Earth.
So be it.
Quoting: Maits 666<>999 24914437
Beautiful Prayer, thanks for sharing!
Michael Ben Elohim
User ID: 22200852
United States
11/22/2012 12:12 AM
Thus saith The Lord God
BEHOLD
I AM ONE
I AM ALL
HEED WHAT I AM
FOR YOUR OWN SAKES……….
You all exist as part of My consciousness
My thought of you in all things
As I experience all things.
An experience of experiences
In a universe of universes
And more
Far beyond your comprehension.
Know that there are universes, galaxies, systems, planets, civilizations
Far older and grander than yours
Ye ones are not the center of the universe
Nor are you the center of reality
Nor the center of My full attention
For I give My full attention to all as one.
You live on a small planet that spins and orbits on the edge of your local system
Which is on the edge of your constellation system
Which is on the edge of your major system
Which is on the edge of your universe
Which is on the edge of your superuniverse
Which is the last of seven superuniverses
Yet you think
That what you think about things
Means more than what the rest of your universe thinks AND KNOWS.
For truly you know little of nothing
Of the works of your surroundings
Yet presume yourselves to be important to the whole of creation….but why?
What is your singular distinction in all of creation
That ye should feel so favored?
Know ye not that ye are known far and wide
As the planet that murdered God?
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He bestowed Himself upon you to show you the way of the Father Source and Center of All
And you nailed Him to wood and watched Him give His Spirit back to The Father
Asking forgiveness for you in your ignorance….and that is what you celebrate
You celebrate the sacrifice of the cross
And ignore the decision of the cup
Where the God and Creator of your universe
Gave and submitted His Will
To the Father of all things
You, who claim to be His followers, yet cannot seem to find His footsteps
Can you say that you have done the same?
He gave you the way of peace
Of love and light
And life eternal
KNOW YE NOT YE ARE GODS?
Nay
You insist on acting like the ignorant children of old
Ye follow the scriptures designed for you
Corrupted by the tribe of Satan
Minions of the Anunnaki
[who came to the light, unlike their former minions]
I, even I
And the same Son of God that you murdered
Have sent to you Uriel
To declare MY Will for peace
The Will of My Christ Son, for peace
And still you clamor for war
Thinking that it will please Me
And bring about My Will
WHAT KNOW YE OF MY WILL?
I AM THE ETERNAL NOW
GIVING AS MY CHILDREN CAN COMPREHEND
TWO THOUSAND YEARS HAVE PASSED
AND STILL YOU INSIST UPON COMPREHENDING
NO MORE THAN YOU DID BACK THEN
And claim that prophecy
Given to thee as warnings
That ye may be able to change
Are written in stone and cannot be changed
And so you think My Will is for you to blindly accept what you are told from without, from your
preachers and priests and rabbis and imams. You have no faith in or within yourselves and so you
hold faith in men and refuse to believe that you and I are with and within each other as one.
It is better to believe in Me than to believe in men or nobles, or popes or politicians. Yet you
stubbornly limit yourselves to being physical beings blindly stumbling through your attempts to
understand spiritual experiences. When, in reality, you are spiritual beings of My consciousness,
having a perception of physical experience for the purpose of training and learning to achieve the
perfection I have promised you and the Christhood that comes with it.
You insist that Uriel must be a demon because he comes in the last days and speaks not of Glory
to Me or to the one you call Jesus. Know ye not His true name? Esu Immanuel in Christ Michael
of Nebadon. Yet if our Archangel came to you by His true name, ye would reject him even more
than you do now. Know that in doing My Will and delivering the message that I willed to be
delivered, he does indeed, glorify Me.
You ask, ‘Why this one?” Why not? Who are you to say who is who and what is what? You would
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prefer that I sent him to you? Believe me, I have tried. But your hearts and minds are closed and
limited and will accept nothing less than your own programmed, processed beliefs. I understand
why you do what you do concerning these times, but know that, in this day and age, your
understanding should have increased and expanded to include the greater reality of which you are
a part. You act as if you are the only civilization in existence that knows of God and serves Him
and anything else is suspected of being demonic when quite the opposite seems to be true to the
many thousands of truly civilized worlds and civilizations that have found the glory of God within
themselves and have acted accordingly to live in love and light, in obedience with My Will and the
Will of their Universe Sovereign and Creator. They have evolved far beyond your understanding
from your small limited perceptions of life, eternal and infinite and so they have come here in
service to aid you in your struggle to be free from the great evil that lives among you and controls
the illusory matrix that, laughingly, you call civilization….and you call them demons, as well….
You kill each other in My name and expect Me to choose a side, whatever is your side, against all
others, when such evil is against My Will.
Ye have yet to learn how to love each other as yourselves…can you truly say you love Me?
The anti-christ that you fear, yet anticipate and have been taught to desire in coming so that you
may see the final days fulfilled, has been among you all this time. You think that it is just one
person, when it is simply a figurehead for a people that own and control you and every aspect of
your lives except the Divine Life of God Within You. There, they cannot touch you, but few have
found this station of rest and replenishing….instead you have foolishly done as you have been
taught to do….refrain from evolving spiritually and ridiculing and attacking all those that have. So
be it.
Ye have been told that the sword has been held high and now it is on the way down. Ye laugh at
our delaying, without thinking that it has all been for your sakes, that you may yet see and hear
within and finally see and hear the true reality that surrounds you…..all have been called yet all
too few have answered the call and fewer still have done the work needed to be chosen. I care
not for what you think of yourselves in your arrogance, thinking that your affiliation with this
religion or that group will save you. You are all spirit and your present, physical circumstances are
but covering for your real selves while you struggle to work out the declining cycles of your karmic
accounts. Black has been white, Palestinians have been Zionists and vice versa. Rich and poor
have been poor and rich. Masters have been slaves and slaves have been masters. You have, in
every way, been each other, but without the inner wisdom of divine communication, without an
open, inner mind and heart, you will always concentrate upon your separation and differences
instead of what unifies you in ME.
I unify all things in Myself as one. I AM HERE AND NOW. Do not look for me way back then, as
you do in justifying yourselves for refusing to evolve your understanding of circumstances and
events among people of an even more limited understanding that you. Do not overly concern
yourselves with the future except to take each moment in What I Am and work together with ME
as WE create the future together. If you cannot make such a leap of consciousness in faith and
goodwill as to better effect Our relationship and more, interactive co-creation, then please try your
best to act and be in love, with ME, as I love you infinitely and eternally, and with yourself and
each other, that this world may finally see and realize peace and abundance, for in the future, only
those that can be and do, act in and know this way, will be My Faith Children on Earth/Gaia,
grown up and graduated, and given stewardship of this world ascended.
Heed the voice, the mind and the heart of The Father Within you and know that therein, is also the
voice of The Son and The Holy Spirit, in the Trinity as you know it.
I AM THAT I AM
I AM I
I AM
I
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Michael Ben Elohim
User ID: 22200852
United States
11/22/2012 12:19 AM
Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

Nope....
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

YEP.......
God is all are we are one are we are all is God
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/22/2012 01:48 AM
If this dream is the real deal, and I believe it is , dont forget he chose a Catholic to give the
message to
Quoting: op 28219179

I believe you have been blessed and the dream is real. Sounds like a lot of pride you have in
Catholics. The ones who changed the bible and the teachings of Jesus. Sounds like a lot of pride
you have going on, be careful, Evil might just get you yet...My father was a catholic and tried to
get me baptized, he never did. Then I followed my mother and Christianity for a while. Then I
started to think things were wrong. Messed with the "Current John Titor" for some time, and then I
found my way here. Interesting to learn all of this. I bet this happens in late 2012 - 2015 but my
best guess is april 2013.
Quoting: Clayton 23734565

It is not pride. I defend the Catholic Faith out of Love. I firmly believe the Catholic Church has a
vital role toplay in these end times.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
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11/22/2012 01:50 AM
Check my sig:
Dont look at where the finger is pointing
look at who is pointing the finger
Who is attacking the Catholic church?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28219179
Spain
11/22/2012 01:54 AM
If the dream is legit ..as I believe it is..why was I chosen to give the message?
I am a devout Catholic. I may have some unconventional view about some matters but my
devotion to the Catholic Church is non negotiable.
So please think about this.
If Uriel did speak to me, as I believe he did, he must have known this too.
In the message nothing was said against the Catholic Church but only relating to the situations I
have described
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
11/22/2012 05:00 AM

"Be advised that never before have your personal shielding and clearing rituals been more
important.
Now that your workload has increased, it is essential – no, make that imperative – that you
thoroughly shield yourselves both before you go to sleep and upon arising the next morn.
Invoke around yourself, your home and your loved ones a protective orb of the purest violet light.
Reinforce this protection often, throughout the day. Eat, sleep and breathe within this Holy Light.
Call upon your brother, Michael, to assist you. He waits only for your invitation.
Michael is strong, he is omnipresent. He has tasked himself to serve."
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Quoting: Orvontonian

A powerful but easy Mantra i like to share...hope it's OK
I AM a being of Violet Fire
I AM the purity GOD desires
peru
User ID: 28268138
Germany
11/22/2012 08:31 AM
you like to give people false hope just for some views?
Quoting: Quetzal785

looks like op did not like do anything
but God Himself gave huge hope
and so views were painfully true and real
peru
User ID: 28268138
Germany
11/22/2012 08:56 AM
If the dream is legit ..as I believe it is..why was I chosen to give the message?
I am a devout Catholic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179

The focus was not the catholic church, op.
The focus was this epic Time of Judgement we are in now.
The whole Earth was meant to hear it.
You call yourself a devout catholic - but you are not your body.
You are a Son of God. For Aeons.
It is to this Son of His, God came to you.
Be sure He knows you better than you do.
For such AMAZING GRACE, you should never stop thanking Him...
peru
User ID: 28268138
Germany
11/22/2012 10:16 AM
Dont look at where the finger is pointing
look at who is pointing the finger
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Who is attacking the Catholic church?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179

And if I take the freedom to be looking at both?
I saw that giant URIEL in your dream
with his stern eyes and stance and figure
and I thought: My, this must be earnst!
Then I looked at the darkened Sun he was pointing
and I knew it for sure, that must be 3DD.
OP,
you are so infinitely loved and so infinitely blessed
for the day you had your amazing vision
that very day you got a certification from URIEL himself
through Hazel and then again through Candace
and the very next day a COSMIC certification indeed,
from FATHER OF US ALL!!!
...Please do not ever say again 'if he was legit'...
For I WONDER and WONDER
how is that ever possible
you never heard the name of URIEL???
Who in the world would be so terribly nasty
to WIPE away the name of a holy ArchAngel of God
from the Scripture???
What was the message, this holy ArchAngel of God carried with,
that the Church tried to hide?
Then to pretend
the four Great ArchAngels at the four Corners of Earth
were just three that is ridiculous.
In 1917
three genuine children in a village called FATIMA
were witnessing a great vision of Mother Mary in a huge light.
After she came three times, delivering her impressive message
the children traveled to Vatican and reported the pope all they saw.
Wasn't PRECISELY the Church's responsibility
to deliver that holy message all to the sheeple???
...one century close...
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So, if it does not fit the interests of the Church
God is just to be smashed in a corner.
Thank you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5953863
United States
11/22/2012 11:06 AM
If the dream is legit ..as I believe it is..why was I chosen to give the message?
I am a devout Catholic. I may have some unconventional view about some matters but my
devotion to the Catholic Church is non negotiable.
So please think about this.
If Uriel did speak to me, as I believe he did, he must have known this too.
In the message nothing was said against the Catholic Church but only relating to the situations I
have described
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179

Uriel did speak to you, and it has nothing to do with your religion. You are from the high realms
and worthy and he knew you would post it. Your devotion is to
The FAther first and foremost and he knew this. You serve within the Catholic church perhaps to
help enlighten those ones there? You obviously are unconventional, other wise you would not
have agreed to receive the message in the first place.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5953863
United States
11/22/2012 11:07 AM
Just remember people, if those spaceships show up, and Candace and her crew are telling you to
get on......don't believe it. RUN!!!!! Jesus is NOT on a spaceship!
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

Nope....
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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YEP.......
Quoting: Michael Ben Elohim

YPE
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5953863
United States
11/22/2012 11:08 AM
...

Lisa Lisa, I do not follow Candace and the invented beings like Christ Aton, Jupiter Ignition,
Nesara or the faked Urantia book. However, the coming aliens are part of a divine
intervention and it is no invasion and Jesus will be the leader of them. I channle Jesus Christ
since more than 15 years and I met him two times "live". HE told me about his coming in a
spaceship.
Detailed information: [link to christus-spricht.com]
Quoting: Stefan Parlow

Nope....
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

YEP.......
Quoting: Michael Ben Elohim

YPE
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5953863

OOPs YEP
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14971515
Canada
11/22/2012 11:22 AM
Careful with who you listen to. If you did actually have this dream at least this angel did not ask
anything of you.
Satan can disguise himself and his demons as angels too. even as aliens.
You may want to test the next being you encounter. ask the angel to pray over you. If he can't it is
likely he is a fraud.
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Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/22/2012 11:37 AM

Careful with who you listen to. If you did actually have this dream at least this angel did not ask
anything of you.
Satan can disguise himself and his demons as angels too. even as aliens.
You may want to test the next being you encounter. ask the angel to pray over you. If he can't it is
likely he is a fraud.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14971515

OP has been told this over and over in this thread. he doesn't want to accept this advice.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28279847
Spain
11/22/2012 11:41 AM
Careful with who you listen to. If you did actually have this dream at least this angel did not ask
anything of you.
Satan can disguise himself and his demons as angels too. even as aliens.
You may want to test the next being you encounter. ask the angel to pray over you. If he can't it is
likely he is a fraud.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14971515

I have met demons in dreams, I know the difference quite well
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28279847
Spain
11/22/2012 11:42 AM
If the dream is legit ..as I believe it is..why was I chosen to give the message?
I am a devout Catholic. I may have some unconventional view about some matters but my
devotion to the Catholic Church is non negotiable.
So please think about this.
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If Uriel did speak to me, as I believe he did, he must have known this too.
In the message nothing was said against the Catholic Church but only relating to the situations I
have described
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179

Uriel did speak to you, and it has nothing to do with your religion. You are from the high realms
and worthy and he knew you would post it. Your devotion is to
The FAther first and foremost and he knew this. You serve within the Catholic church perhaps to
help enlighten those ones there? You obviously are unconventional, other wise you would not
have agreed to receive the message in the first place.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5953863

I am unconventional.
But my devotion and allegiance to the Catholic Church is not negotiable
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28279847
Spain
11/22/2012 11:43 AM
Dont look at where the finger is pointing
look at who is pointing the finger
Who is attacking the Catholic church?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 28219179

And if I take the freedom to be looking at both?
I saw that giant URIEL in your dream
with his stern eyes and stance and figure
and I thought: My, this must be earnst!
Then I looked at the darkened Sun he was pointing
and I knew it for sure, that must be 3DD.
OP,
you are so infinitely loved and so infinitely blessed
for the day you had your amazing vision
that very day you got a certification from URIEL himself
through Hazel and then again through Candace
and the very next day a COSMIC certification indeed,
from FATHER OF US ALL!!!
...Please do not ever say again 'if he was legit'...
For I WONDER and WONDER
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how is that ever possible
you never heard the name of URIEL???
Who in the world would be so terribly nasty
to WIPE away the name of a holy ArchAngel of God
from the Scripture???
What was the message, this holy ArchAngel of God carried with,
that the Church tried to hide?
Then to pretend
the four Great ArchAngels at the four Corners of Earth
were just three that is ridiculous.
In 1917
three genuine children in a village called FATIMA
were witnessing a great vision of Mother Mary in a huge light.
After she came three times, delivering her impressive message
the children traveled to Vatican and reported the pope all they saw.
Wasn't PRECISELY the Church's responsibility
to deliver that holy message all to the sheeple???
...one century close...
So, if it does not fit the interests of the Church
God is just to be smashed in a corner.
Thank you.
Quoting: peru

I would like to hear the connection you think this has to fatima if any, thank you, I ask this because
of a gut feeling..
coro de angeles
User ID: 28157124
11/22/2012 12:30 PM
OP, I think some are beginning to make the connection to Fatima. Remember the vision they were
given of the Archangel with the flaming sword crying out, Penance, Penance, Penance!!! The
Virgen held back the sword wielding angel, asking for the first five saturday devotion in reparation
for sins commited against the Holy Trinity by humanity. I think you know the outcome???
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28279847
Spain
11/22/2012 12:34 PM
OP, I think some are beginning to make the connection to Fatima. Remember the vision they were
given of the Archangel with the flaming sword crying out, Penance, Penance, Penance!!! The
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Virgen held back the sword wielding angel, asking for the first five saturday devotion in reparation
for sins commited against the Holy Trinity by humanity. I think you know the outcome???
Quoting: coro de angeles 28157124

Hi coro de angeles..thank you for the interesting info you send..checking it out
What outcome?
coro de angeles
User ID: 28157124
11/22/2012 12:41 PM
Look up her message in Akita, Japan when she was appearing to a nun 60 years after
Fatima...the message is essentially the same!!
coro de angeles
User ID: 28157124
11/22/2012 12:43 PM
OP, you will find referenced Akita in some of the info I already sent you..God Bless..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28083286
Canada
11/22/2012 12:59 PM
Palestinians will force a vote at the United Nations on November 29. It may or may not trigger
things anew.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28279847
Spain
11/22/2012 01:07 PM
OP, you will find referenced Akita in some of the info I already sent you..God Bless..
Quoting: coro de angeles 28157124

Thank you

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15534724
Canada
11/22/2012 03:04 PM
2 Chronicles 7:14
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my
face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and
will heal their land.
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Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/22/2012 05:43 PM

"Be advised that never before have your personal shielding and clearing rituals been more
important.
Now that your workload has increased, it is essential – no, make that imperative – that you
thoroughly shield yourselves both before you go to sleep and upon arising the next morn.
Invoke around yourself, your home and your loved ones a protective orb of the purest violet light.
Reinforce this protection often, throughout the day. Eat, sleep and breathe within this Holy Light.
Call upon your brother, Michael, to assist you. He waits only for your invitation.
Michael is strong, he is omnipresent. He has tasked himself to serve."

Quoting: Orvontonian

A powerful but easy Mantra i like to share...hope it's OK
I AM a being of Violet Fire
I AM the purity GOD desires
Quoting: firmament

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28279847
Spain
11/22/2012 05:57 PM
Thank you:)
iStarbug
User ID: 23993928
United States
11/22/2012 06:24 PM
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yada-yada-yada-yada...........
BULLSHIT!
Sounds
like
a
fortune-cookie!
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/22/2012 06:48 PM

Careful with who you listen to. If you did actually have this dream at least this angel did not ask
anything of you.
Satan can disguise himself and his demons as angels too. even as aliens.
You may want to test the next being you encounter. ask the angel to pray over you. If he can't it is
likely he is a fraud.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14971515

OP has been told this over and over in this thread. he doesn't want to accept this advice.
Quoting: Salt

Salt, OP had the experience, YOU DID NOT. It is for HIM TO JUDGE HIS EXPERIENCE NOT
YOU and the others. HE FELT OBLIGATED TO SHARE IT WITH HIS WORLD HERE and
perhaps others places. This is HIS CALL and NOT YOURS.
If YOU WERE NOT THERE WHEN HE HAD THE VISION you CANNOT JUDGE IT.
Now beloved Salt, this is what YOU said in another thread today: unless you are talking to God,
you are talking to the enemy.
In that statement you have just said that every one that God created is enemy. this would include
all his angels of the creation. Is that why YOU make Uriel the enemy of God, one of his servants?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28008747
United States
11/22/2012 07:22 PM
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The End
Polar mythology encodes three phases of history. The first phase concerns a prior Golden Age
where the Demiurge was in harmony with the Logos and all was well. In its final stages, the first
phase decayed into warring among the “gods” and their ruining of the cosmic framework. It
concludes with higher beings, positive and/or negative, falling into a lower realm of existence.
The second phase concerns our present world, which sprang into existence as a consequence of
various Falls that severed us from the Logos. The traumatic consequences of the first phase
induced a collective sleep. Hence we have “fallen” asleep into the World Dream.
The third phase concerns our future, how the consequences of the first phase will reach their
ultimate conclusion. This is always depicted as ending with a final war and the dissolution of the
world as we know it.
The first and third phases take place outside the World Dream, outside of linear time as we know
it. Currently we stand at the cusp between second and third phases, thus we are now undergoing
an “awakening sequence” that will bring us out of spiritual suspended animation. But what awaits
us on the other side is not the Golden Age of the first phase, but the concluding stages of the
conflicts begun back then. Thus the Earthly conflict between positive and negative will elevate to a
higher level where, under new etherically-activated conditions, it can carry on toward its
resolution.
During the second phase, the open conflicts of the first phase took on a more covert form. This
was especially true after 1,000 B.C. when a quarantine was put in place around our planet by a
powerful third party alien group. The quarantine enforced a ceasing of open warfare by various
factions of the alien meta-civilization. The idea was to allow humanity to evolve with less
interference. Nonetheless, manipulation still continued on a covert basis, giving rise to the alien
cold war mentioned previously. The quarantine also seemed to involve a further reduction of
ambient etheric energy levels on Earth, akin to lowering body temperature to induce suspended
animation.
The quarantine probably came about due to the cataclysmic events in ancient Egypt when the
Mosaic Priesthood royally screwed up the timeline and placed the Jewish people in bondage to
the Corrupt Demiurge. As mentioned, regretting their mistake a few centuries later, they invoked
the Christ intelligence to liberate them and the world. Shortly thereafter, the Ark/Grail Stone
disappeared from history and “God” ceased talking to men. This initiated the quarantine and the
timeline as we now know it. The Christ intelligence did not reach its zenith until a thousand years
later with the advent of Christianity, but the true and original Christianity was short lived. It was
rapidly usurped by an institutionalized behemoth that waged spiritual enslavement in the name of
Christ. Thus the mission of Christ was aborted, or rather delayed; something went wrong with the
original “awakening sequence.”
There is indication that the second phase should have ended during Roman times, but the
deviation of Christ’s message toward further empowerment of the Corrupt Demiurge caused both
Christ and Demiurge to continue existing in a limbo state. Thus the past two thousand years have
been a kind of overtime game or remedial phase in which these two forces, now deeply active in
our world, have been busy setting their pieces in place. When the quarantine lifts and second
phase ends, these pieces will go into play during the third phase.
The third phase will continue in an etherically-activated environment no longer constrained (as
much) by linear time. Alienology and Fortean research suggests that alien time travelers, who are
now here and have been amassing for decades, are from this third phase. Thus we are caught in
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a timewar by forces from our own probable futures. The third phase may even feedback into the
first, creating a grand ouroboric timeloop that is in constant flux. Being that we only remember the
final iteration of any timeloop, the timeline we now occupy is the final one that will finally exit the
loop when the third phase ends.
The ultimate implication is that via demiurgic technology, hijacking of the timeline originally took
place in the “future” and reconfigured the past, initiating a war for balance by the positive forces.
The hyperdimensional battle required going back in time, even incarnating into the past to
continue the war on the terrestrial chessboard. Remaining positive factions of the meta-civilization
would assist these ground forces. They would receive help in the form of synchronistic support,
outright intervention in critical situations, subconscious training, and oracular avenues such as
synchronicities, dreams, visions, inspirations, and direct messages if needed. (...)
[link to montalk.net]

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27522774

Thanks for posting this from Tom Montalk. He's really an inspired guy.
If the overt appearance of alien beings coincides with the disappearance of the linear time
constraint, the former (exciting as it will be) will be boring compared to the latter! Think of
everything going on at once like a big carnival ... so cool.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 28008747
United States
11/22/2012 07:53 PM
Thus saith The Lord God
...
But your hearts and minds are closed and limited and will accept nothing less than your own
programmed, processed beliefs. I understand why you do what you do concerning these times,
but know that, in this day and age, your understanding should have increased and expanded to
include the greater reality of which you are a part.
...
Quoting: Michael Ben Elohim
I've had several experiences that I remember being reminded of this, after I rejected a higher
understanding that didn't fit with the patterns I willed to use. In one case it was an understanding
of nature, in another simply a perception of myself, where I was not open to the higher way.
I hope that by remembering these things, I'll do better the next time.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/22/2012 08:55 PM
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They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

why would any angel of God want to save this fallen world?
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/22/2012 09:43 PM

They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

why would any angel of God want to save this fallen world?
Quoting: Salt

We the angels of God, plus God the Creator, plus MIchael of Nebadon, who played Jesus want to
save this world. Deal with it, its not YOUR CHOICE. the mother herself is ascending and wishes to
take as many of her children with her as possible. So we are trying to accomplish that, because it
is the end of the age and all are sorted. those who cannot go with the ascension must be moved.
Its the way things are, and over 200 million of us are here to help bring the salvation of this world
to fruition.
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Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/22/2012 10:59 PM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016
“It is of utmost importance to work on developing a well-balanced spiritual life, so the
emotions are steadied in faith and trust and the physical system is at peace, because the
inner life is at peace.
Be courageous and view yourself under the loupe and try to make amends were you need
character improvements. When in doubt, check with Me by turning within into the Silence.
Keep a close walk with Me, so life will be easier, and you will be happier as you willingly
place yourself under My guidance. Here is were true calm can be found as you daily
nourish your inner peace in My Presence.
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This is were the emotions become balanced. Here is where you find the courage to carry
on another day, for wherever you go, I am there, too, so you can call on Me at any time.
Please try to make more use of Me; it is why I am here, always pointing out the better way.”
The Beloved One.

ET emissary
User ID: 26768280
United States
11/23/2012 12:21 AM

We the angels of God, plus God the Creator, plus MIchael of Nebadon, who played Jesus want to
save this world. Deal with it, its not YOUR CHOICE. the mother herself is ascending and wishes to
take as many of her children with her as possible. So we are trying to accomplish that, because it
is the end of the age and all are sorted. those who cannot go with the ascension must be moved.
Its the way things are, and over 200 million of us are here to help bring the salvation of this world
to fruition.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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